Politi~_s,

Economics
General Elections
Dr Mahathir tends to be obsessed with the performance o f the
KLCI as if it is the sole measure of economic performance.
by Dr Subramaniam Pi/lay

g

n the past few months,
the BN government spin
doctors (especially those
from the NEAC) have
been inundating Malaysians with
so much "good news" on the econ omic front that one wonders
whether we are the most succeSsful economy in the world! More
recently, there was saturation
coverage of the UMNO general
assembly .in both the electronic
and print media. We are constantly fed with stories of loyalty
pledges to Dt Mahathir by the
various BN functionaries. All this
must mean that the general election is just round the corner. In
this and the following three articles, we will briefly analyse the
main economic claims by the
BN' s spin doctors.

Stock Market Boom

covered as strongly if not better
than KLSE. ln fact, some of these
markets have recovered to a level
above the pre-crisis situation. For
example, the Straits Times Index
(STI) of the Singapore Stock Exchange has already exceeded its
all-time high while the KLCI
which is around 800 points now
has to increase by more than 65
per cent to reach its all-time high
of more than 1300 points set in
January 1994.

of the In temational Tin Agreement and the subsequent decimation of the Malaysian tin industry.

The second act, which wa::.- C\ en
more di.-,a~trou:., was the attempt
by Bank ~egara to be a bigger
speculator than George SorO!> in
the foreign currency market (yes,
the \·ery thing that Dr M now
sanctimoniously condemn,!!)
during the late 1980, and the
early 1990s. Gi\en the lack of
It is important for us to realise transparency, it is not known how
that while the performance of the much was lost but vario~ C!>tistock market plays a role in the mates have it at between RMIO
economy, it is just one amongst billion to R:\1120 billion. More
the many factors that drive the shockingly, one of the two Bank
economy. BN leaders, especially Negara officials who \\as forced
Dr Mahathir, however tend to be to resign oYer that fot:ex speculaobsessed with the performance of tion scandal ts n0·.·: back at U1e
the KLCI as if it is the sole mea- bank as one of their top officials.
sure of economic performance. What credibility do we have
One wonders whether this is a when we preach to the rest of the
reflection of their speculative ten- world about the evils of speculadencies.
tion?

The most frequently mentioned
feature of the economic recovery
story is the sharp rise in the
benchmark Kuala Lw;npur Stock After all, let u.s not forget that it
Exchange Composite ludex is under Dr Mahathir'sreign that
(KLCI) in the past nine months. Malaysia was involved in at least
It is true that there has been a two major international acts of
strong recovery of the KLCI but1 pure speculation. One was the
as Professor Jomo K S points out unsuccessful attempt to corner
in an accompanying piece, the the world tin market at the Lonstockmarkets in all the affected don Metal Exchange in the early
East Asian economies have re- 1980s - whjch led to the collapse
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unk Bonds and the

Mahathir Prem· m
Another piece of good '1€\\ ::,''
manufactured by the spin ~xtors
from the BN government and
the r\'EACln particular) 15 the 50called fantastic success c therecent US$1 billion sovere1m bond
issue. What was not ~ "Idel\ r-cI(
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ported in our sycophantic local The Economy: Grawth Despite Conpress is that we ended up paying trols? by Ram explains, this sura lot more in terms of the effec- plus is more due to the collapse
tive interest rate than what other in our imports. In any case, a curEast Asian crisis-hit cotpltnes like rent account surplus or deficit by
Thailand and South Korea would itself is not necessarily a good or
have paid for a similar bond is- bad thing. For example, Japan
sue. An accompanying piece which has been in a recession for
which has been extracted from the past eight years or so has been
the freeMalaysia (fM) website piling up a huge current account
provides a succint analysis of the surplus year after year. ln conbond issue and exposes the myth trast, the United States which is
of its "success". (Readers who enjoying the longest post-war
have access to the internet are economic boom has been having
strongly recommended to visit record current account deficits!
the fM website (www.frec
Malaysia.com) for many excelMild Economic
lent analytical articles on Malaysian politics and economics.
Recovery
Nevertheless as pointed out in
As Thailand's The Nation news- Ram's article, there are genuine
paper pointed out in its 17 June signs of a mild recovery in the
1999 issue, "Malaysia appears to real economy with private conhave paid a "Maltathir" pre- sumption increasing gradually.
mium for its recent US$1 billion Increased government spending
global bond ... It also paid 80 ba- and the economic recovery in
sis points higher than it should other East Asian countries are
have to at 330 basis points above also contributory factors for this
US treasuries. The Malaysian ex- growth. Thus, it is quite likely
perience has spoiled the sover- that the rea II growth rate for 1999
may exceed the earlier governeign bond markets ..."
ment forecast of 1 per cent.
The Mahathir premium of 80 basis points (or 0.8 per cent per an- However, this growth has to be
num) amounts to more than put in perspective. In the last
RM300 million over the 10-year four to five years, the populalife time of the bond. This is what tion has been increasing at an
we citizens and taxpayers have to average rate of 2.35 per cent.
cough out for having the privi- Thus, last year's 6.7 per cent
lege of the Great One leading Ma- contraction in the economy relaysia into the next milleni urn. In sulted in an 8.9 per cent drop
short the bond issue was not the in income per capita. In other
big success it has been made out words, we regressed to roughly
the 1995 standard of living.
to be.
Even if we make an optimistic
Current Account
assumption of 3 per cent and 5
Surplus
per cent real economic growth
Another piece of "good news" for 1999 and 2000, respectively,
that is reported dutifully every we wiJl barely reach the stanmonth is the surplus that occurs dard of living that we enjoyed
in the balance of payments cur- in 1996 after adjusting for inflarent account. As the next article tion and population increase.
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Reforms In
Banking Sector
In the banking sector, in spite of

the sharp drop in interest rates,
loan growth rate has not been as
high as expected. One area where
there has been quite a bit of
progress is in the removal of nonperforming loans from many of
the affected banks. This has been
due to the operations of
Danaharta, a special agency set
up for this purpose. In a related
move, banks whose capital has
been eroded due to all the reckless lending have been
recapitalised with the help of
Danamodal, another special
agency. Naturally, Dr Mahathir
and the current Finance Minister,
Tun Daim Zainuddin, have been
claiming all the credit for the
rapid progress made by
Danaharta and Danamodal. But
let us not forget that the planning
and establishment of these two
agencies took place when the
much maligned Anwar lbrahim
was the finance minister. In fact,
the former Governor and Deputy
Governor who resigned from
Bank Negara on a matter of principle (rare Malaysians they are
indeed!) must be given much of
the credit for these reforms.
Thus, in overall terms, on the economic front, while the reality is
not as rosy as painted by the BN
spin doctors, there have been
some genuine improvements.
Like most politicians in the East
and West, Dr Mahathir likes to
take all the credit for the good
economic news and blame everybody else (e.g. Anwar Ibrahim,
evil foreigners, etc.) for any negative developments in the
economy. It is important fur Malaysians to reflect on these issues
when we go to the polls soon. 0

The Economy : Growing
Despite Controls?
As the economy begins to recover, the risk is that the reasons
for the recovery are misdiagnosed.
byRam

g

conomic figures show
that a recovery is beginning to take shape. The
industrial production
index - a measure of output in
manufacturing, electricity and
mining - was contracting at an
annual rate of 11 per cent at the
end of 1998; for April 1999, it is
up 2.6 per cent. Motor sales are
double their very low level a year
back. Anecdotal evidence from
property agents is that the number of houses transacted is up 20
per cent to 30 per cent from a year
back whilst some areas have seen
price rises of about 10 per cent.

It is clear, however, that Malay-

The headline number that is supposed to represent the overall
economy - the Gross Domestic
Product (GOP) - is due to be released at the end of June. The
Prime Minister, however, has already said that the figure is a 1.6
per cent contraction from a year
back - which is a significant improvement from the July-September 1998 period when the contraction was most severe at 9 per
cent which was followed by an 8
per cent contraction for the last
quarter of 1998. One does wonder, though, if the figure for the
first quarter of 1999 is already
available, why is it not officially

Businesses are getting increasingly confident that the worst is
over and are no longer laying off
people as fast; there is a sense of
greater job security, which encourages consumers to borrow
for big ticket expenditure. Borrowing rates, close to 20 per cent
in early 1998, are now down to
below 10 per cent. Lower interest rates make it easier to finance
new cars and houses; it also reduces the risk that corporates
with high debt will go bankrupt.
The Kuala Lumpur Composite
Index, which sank to 262last September, is now three times that
level.

released? Is the PM' s pre-announcement a guide to what the
authorities would like the figure
to come in at?

Confidence
Building Up
sians are feeling more confident
and spending more. This is partly
because of the fall in interest rates
and partly because of the surge
in the stockmarket that creates
wealth particularly for the
middle and higher income
groups.
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Indeed, there is a massive
amount of liquidity or funds in
the country- mainly owing to the
huge current account surplus we
are chalking up. Our exports are
rising because of the competitive
ringgit. Imports, meanwhile,
have fallen partly as the depreciated ringgit makes imports more
expensive but also because locals
are spending less as a result of the
downturn. Our trade balance has
thus soared to a surplus of about
RM6 billion a month. Even after
the outflow owing to the services
deficit (transport, insw;ance, dividend repatriation etc.), there is a
net inflow of about RM4 billion
into the domestic financial system.

Expect Moderate
Growth
The official forecast is for the
economy to grow by 1 per cent
this year. Private economists are
estimating up to 4 per cent
growth. Next year, the government estimates GOP growth of 5
per cent. That may prove to be
too optimistic. Although the
worst is behind us, circumstances
are different and a return to high
growth is not likely to come
quickly.

Essentially, this is because there
is too much over-supply of commercial property - office buildings, hotels and retail complexes
-that almost no new construction '
for this sector will be r~q'uired in
Media propagandists ·
Kuala Lumpur, Penang and most
exposed by government leaders
other urban areas for at least five
to ten years. Office space in Kuala
byJomoK. S.
Lumpur is currently 75 per cent
occupied; with new supply cornecent admissions by paganda may lull us into a
ing onstrearn by the end of next
Malaysian govern- fool's paradise. Unfortuyear, occupancy levels are estiment leaders have nately, although the nature of
mated to fall to about 60 per cent.
unwittingly exposed official denial has changed,
This means that total space occumisleading claims by their the key economic policypied will have to rise by half of
own propagandists. In May makers seem to be more conthe present just to fill up the space
1999, Prime Minister Mahathir cerned with winning elections,
that is available.
Mohamad admitted that the saving cronies, public relations,
Malaysian economy had con- and the stock market than in
A weaker ringgit also makes it
tracted by 1.5 per cent during sustainable real economic recovmore expensive to undertake the
the first quarter of 1999. And ery. Instead of uniting the naexpenditure for other types of
despite the currency control tion to overcome the ongoing
construction. Hence it is not surmeasures, interest rates are economic crisis, leading govprising that the Bakun project,
lower in neighbouring ernment propagandists conalthough starting up again, will
Singapore and Thailand than tinue to deceive Malaysians
be on a much smaller scale within Malaysia. Meanwhile, infla- about the actual state of the
out the totally uneconomic subtion in Malaysia remains economy.
marine cable to connect East Mahigher than in both countries
laysia with the peninsula. The
as well as South Korea. Dur- Malaysians will soon have an
low ringgit will also make it more
ing the same period, the South opportunity to reject the
expensive for other sorts of
Korean economy grew by 4.6 cronyism, corruption and
Mahatirian erections such as the
per cent, while even the Indo- other abuses which unPetronas Towers and the KLIA.
nesian economy picked up by checked, long-term incumAlthough the government is
bency has brought about in
1.7 per cent.
seeking to step up infrastructure
Malaysia as elsewhere. Unspending to get the economy goSadly, of the five crisis-hit econo- fortunately, the ruling
ing again, many of the projects
mies, Malaysian recovery may be coalition's financial, media
that previously were being taken
the slowest. Instead, the propa- and other electoral advanover by the private sector will
gandists point to the stock tages may prevent Malaynow simply be shelved. Compamarket recovery, conveniently sians from knowing their real
nies will find that the higher imignoring the even stronger re- options and exercising real
ported cost make these projects
covery in the Jakarta Stock choice. While recovery in the
no longer viable unless the govExchange - by 48 per cent - rest of the region has involved
ernment subsidises them.
political change, our failure to
since the beginning of 1999.
change could well block the
The outlook is also uncertain for
There are many factors behind new dispensation the econothe other major area of private
this apparently anomalous my desperately needs. 0
investment - building up manusituation - of delayed ecofacturing capacity. This depends
nomic recovery and a boom- Jomo K. S. is a professor ill
largely on the growth of the
ing stock market- and the pro- economics
larger economies. The biggest
consumer of the world, the

No More Lies !
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United States, continues to increase its absorption of world
output. But the US now has a
negative savings rate: Americans
are spending more than they
earn, using up the capital gains
they are making from their soaring stock market. However, the
valuations of US stocks are at historic highs and that market must
eventually head down; alternatively it will spend a long time
stagnating. Either way, it is a
matter of time - quite likely less
than a year - before the biggest
economy in the world slows.
European economies are also
stagnant. Although Japan and
other Asian economies are picking up, the overall outlook for
world exports is not very encouraging. That means our exports
will not pick up very strongly;
thus the requirement to build
new capacity will not be great.

No Wave Of
Investment

new factories abroad. Unless another country comes in with a
similar move as Japan's in the
1980s - none at this point can be
identified - the main factor behind our country's rapid GDP
growth recovery after the last recession will not be in play this
time around.

Exchange Controls •
But Growth Slower
To what extent can we give credit
to the exchange controls for the
recovery that is shaping up? The
short answer: hardly any credit at
all. The reduction in interest rates
that we have seen since last September is similar to other countries in the region. Our
stockmarket index is up 158 per
cent since the end of last August,
but the Thai, Singaporean and
Korean markets are up similarly
between 130 per cent to 155 per
cent and the Jakarta market has
actually doubled!

In the first quarter of this year,
In the mid-eighties, we had two our economy is still contracting
years of zero or minus GDP (the PM says it is minus 1.6 per
growth, and then the economy cent) whilst Korea has seen
was back growing at 8 per cent growth of 4.6 per cent, and the
plus. However, the growth Philippines and Singapore has
pickup was almost solely fuelled grown at 1.2 per cent. So the conby a massive flow of Japanese in- trols have certainly not brought
vestment into South East Asia - a growth faster to Malaysia than in
reaction to the sharp appreciation the region. Meanwhile, with the
of the yen in the mid-eighties that controls, our exchange rate has
made Japanese exports from their been fixed - but other countries
home turf increasingly uncom- that did not impose controls saw
petitive. This time, the yen has their currencies appreciate. The
been subdued and Japanese com- baht is up 10 per cent, the Korean
panies are reeling through that won and the Philippine peso has
country's worst recession since gained 15 per cent and the rupiah
is up 47 per cent against the US
World War Two.
dollar from the date in early SepEven if the Japanese economy tember that the ringgit got fixed.
recovers, their corporates have
lots of spare capacity and do not The main reason that most counhave the appetite to be building tries in the region, including MaAli ron Monthly July 1999: 19(6) Page 7

laysia, are beginning to recover
is that the whole region has been
infused with liquidity. This is
largely due to the current account
surpluses that have built up. The
whole region saw imports collapse and exports rise because of
cheaper currencies. This led to
huge trade surpluses. Funds also
came in from investors ready to
buy assets cheaper than they
were pre-crisis. With the inflow
of funds, exchange rates recovered, interest rates fell, and liquidity was available to re-build
the economies.
One argument for our exchange
controls is that it was to create stability so that even if things got
worse for the region it would not
become much worse for Malaysia.
But it is impossible for Malaysia,
one of the most open economies
in the world, with imports and exports combined close to double
total GDP, to really shield itself
from the world. If regional currencies had fallen another 20-30 per
cent, it would have been impossible to keep the ringgit at the fixed
rate against the dollar: our exports
would have suffered and forced us
to devalue.
And the controls on portfolio
capital in the market came in too
late: practically all the hot money
had already left. What was
trapped in Malaysia, at a point
when the market was down 80
per cent, was the truly long-term
funds that had stayed in right
through the worst part of the regional crisis.

So Malaysia now has capital controls that has punished the
longer-term investors in the stock
market. The controls introduced
last September initially did not
allow any exit opportunity for

funds that had been in the market through the worst; even now
they are requireq to pay a duty if
they seek to depart before September 1999. The impression left
with the internation.;l community is that the authorities here
are unpredictable and may adopt
unconventional methods to the
detriment of foreign investors.

Policy Risk Higher

Malaysia is moving backwards not just because exchange controls do little to help an economy
and a lot to hamper the flow of
trade and investment; but more
importantly because its institu-

tions appear to have been corroded.
When foreign institutions look at
which countries it would be safer
to invest in, which countries are
heading in the right direction,
they will find it difficult to put
Malaysia at the top of their list especially as other countries in
the region have become friendlier
to the international investor.

Initially it is only th_Ej! stock market investors who have been affected. But this perception of
higher policy risk must also affect the appetite of other invesForeign Investors
tors. This is now showing. A
Are Regulated
spate of large deals were concluded just after the controls were Given the open nature and relaintroduced- planned before they tively small size of the Malaysian
were announced -like the invest- economy, it is inevitable that forments by British Telecom, Blue eign investment (foreign investCircle, National Power and the ment), particularly in the manuPioneer group. However, there facturing sector, plays a crucial
have been no new major deals role in the economic growth of
announced this year of a multi- this country.
national investing in Malaysia.
Like everything else in life, forThe impression of greater policy eign investment has both ad vanrisk is compounded by the per- tages and disadvantages. Foreign
ception of greater political risk. investors are able to provide us
The Anwar case has convinced with technology, new managesome here that he is guilty - .at· ment techniques, and greater
least Augustine Paul and the PM competition that will lead to betthink so. Outside Malaysia, no ter services and lower charges to
one who has formed a view .: the consumer.
thinks that the trial has established that Anwar is a crook (de- On the other hand, foreign inspite being convicted of corrup- vestment can lead to a long term
tion) or a homosexual {despite drain on the current account balthe family's former driver mak- ance of payment in the form of
ing these allegations but now ap- profit and royalty repatriations;
parently unsure of his dates in some cases multinational corwhile others who had "con- porations (MNCs) have been
fessed" they were sodomised known to use transfer pricing
have since retracted their confes- techniques to minimize their tax
sions, claiming that police co- payments. We can overcome this
erced them into confessing).
problem to some extent by beefing up our regulatory skills,
The view internationally is that which incidentally, will help the
Aliran Monthly July 1999: 19(6) P9~e 8

government to reduce the incidence of tax evasion by, not only
the MNCs, but also by local businesses.
As we adopt policies that international investors are not comfortable with, there is a real possibility that the economy even as
it recovers, will never grow at the
rate it used to. For foreigners to
continue to be interested in investing here, to bring more capital and new technologies, the exchange controls have to be eased
back and more crucially our policies seen as less ad hoc than they
are presently perceived to be.

Risk Of
Misdiagnosis
As the economy begins to recover, the risk is that the reasons
for the recovery are being misdiagnosed. Credit ascribed to
Malaysia's unconventional policies would be misplaced when
the recovery, like the crisis, is very
much a regional phenomenon. If
Malaysia does not change its
ways, however, it will put off foreign investors.
Investors - both foreign and local- need to be convinced that our

political institutions have not been
corroded beyond repair. They need
to be comfortable that favoured
friends are not supported in a way
that is detrimental to overall business practices and economic
growth. Can that be done with
the present leadership? \Vill it be
undertaken by the individuals
presently at the helm of power?
Or will illusions of omnipotence
and brilliance lead to further unconventional policies that set us
back further, politically and economically? The jury is out but the
signs are not promising. ::l

Bond •.••Junk Bond?

g

alaysia' s just-completed
global bond issue was
intended to be the triumphal vindication-of
Mahathir Mohamad and Daim
Zainuddin's atavistic economic
policies. Official statements and
the always-compliant domestic
media trumpet the victory of
capital controls over a hostile global economy. The facts, however,
tell a far different story.

measures, the general economic tom line is that the latest bond
health of both countries is consid- issue was snapped up because
ered less robust than Malaysia's. Malaysia paid investors a higher
Remember, Thailand and South yield, indeed a premium, to comKorea, unlike Malaysia, had to pensate for the higher risk. And,
run to the International Monetary to play it safe, they also cut the
Fund for bailouts. So why do in- size of the issue.
ternational investors consider
Malaysia a significantly higher
risk? Well, for starters, neither OFFICIAL STORY: The bond isKorea nor Thailand instituted sues success makes it "quite obcapital controls, and both have vious people are ignoring the [inseen real reforms in the wake of ternational credit] rating agenSo what are the real facts behind the crisis.
cies, because they have been
the government's victory spin?
wrong many times," Mahathir
Let's compare Dr. M' s fiction OFFICIAL STORY: Demand for gloated soon after the issue was
with cold reality:
the Malaysian bonds was strong, completed.
also reflecting investor confidence.
COLD REALITY: The bonds
OFFICIAL STORY: Malaysia got
a good price on the bonds, or as COLD REALITY: This rings cav- have to pay higher interest rates
Daim put it, "given the prevail- ernously hollow. If demand was than other crisis-stricken Asian
ing market conditions ... the strong, why did Malaysia cut the nations because the market bespread is considered favourable." issue by one half from the origi- lieves the issue is riskier and less
In other word, Malaysia is back nally planned US$2 billion and credit-worthy. That is precisely
in favor among global investors. by two-thirds from the US$3 bil- 'the view reflected in Moody's
lion that was subsequently con- and S & P's lower credit ratings
COLD REALITY: Even com- sidered just two weeks ago? And, of Malaysia. So, the bond's pricpared to other emerging market if demand was so strong and ing actually confirms the accubonds, the Malaysian issue pays Malaysia cut the issue amount so racy of the international agencies'
an exceptionally high yield. The drastically, wouldn't the hordes ratings. For an idea of wh()se
bonds were priced to yield 8.86% of salivating investors have al- view of the market is more con-- more than one full percentage lowed Malaysia to lower the sistent, consider this: Malaysia
point higher than comparable yield a little? In mid-May, had targeted a yield roughly two
U.S. dollar bonds issued by Thai- Petronas dollar bonds were pay- ·percentage points higher than US
land. (Over the 10-year life of the ing about half a percentage point Treasuries for its bond; but when
bonds, that percentage point will more in yield than comparable the paper was issued, Malaysia
cost Malaysia RM380 million). Korean bonds and about 0.80 of paid 3.3 percentage points more,
The bonds also paid nearly 0.9 of a percentage point more than an increase of over 50%.
a percentage point more than Thai bonds. As noted earlier,
South Korean global bonds. Now, Malaysia's new bond issue had OFFICIAL STORY: Malaysia's
the banking systems in both Thai- to be priced to pay significantly capital controls continue to proland and South Korea are widely more compared to other Asian tect the economy from renewed
deemed shakier than Malaysia's. bonds. This disparity hardly in- turbulence in global financial
Likewise, judging by several key dicates strong demand. The bot- markets. So, it's still a good idea
Aliran Monthly July 1999: 19(6} Page 9

to keep them in place.
COLD REALITY: If that were
true, the premium Malaysia
would have to pay COJllpared to
its open-economy, regional
neighbors should have shrunk
during the recent volatility in
emerging debt markets. That's
because, in the official view, the
government's ability to repay the
Malaysian bonds would be less
affected by the capital controls.
But that's not the market's view.
If we use the mid-May Petronas
bond prices for comparison, we
see that the government had to
raise the premium it pays over
our Asian neighbors by as much
as half a percentage point because of the renewed jitters about
emerging markets. So much for
the protective shield of capital
controls.

so . And just in case anyone
harboured the view that the
nation's leadership will use the
opportunity to build trust among
foreign investors, Mahathir
quickly reverted to type. Asked
by Bernama what the cash will be
used for, he said: "a lot of things,
nothing specific, mainly for the
economic recovery."
How's that for a well thought-out
plan? FreeMalaysia can already
see the BN' s cronies checking

I AM APPALLED
I am appalled with the antics

of the Attorney General who
willingly allows himself to be
used by his political master to
the point where he ceaselessly
pursues trumped up charges.
The charge has been amended
three times now. The charge
made with mala fide was first
dated 1994. After six months,
it was amended to May 1992.
After my lawyers had prepared evidence that Tivoli
Villa had not even been completed and occupied, and
served a notice of alibi, the

OFFICIAL STORY: The Malaysian government repeatedly
claims that it doesn't really need
to borrow the money. The bond
issue is just to establish a benchmark in international credit markets, which can only fortify the
country's economic recovery.
COLD REALITY: Apart from confirming that Malaysian debt really
does carry higher risk than the
bonds of other Asian crisis countries, the issue ironically may have
killed the chance of obtaining an
even larger line of credit. A day
after the issue, a Japanese aid official expressed doubt that Malaysia will continue to qualify for aid
under the Miyazawa plan now
that it has demonstrated that it can
raise money on its own. Malaysia
has already received about US$3
billion in various forms of financial assistance from Japan and is
still awaiting word on its request
for an additional US$3 billion or

their bank accounts for the anticipated inflows from the sale of
Malaysia's sovereign junk bond.
Double 0 Tujuh -- the Mahathir
regime's license to hock Malaysians' future. 0

Source: http://freeMaiRysitu:om
30May 1999
Send mail to webmaster@
freemalaysia.com with questions or suggestions about
this web site.

charge was amended yet
again to January-March 1993.
This goes to show that they,
the prosecution, are desperately in need of evidence, are
in contempt of the due process of law and have turned
the prosecution into an instrument for continuing the conspiracy by Dato Seri Dr
Mahathir Mohamad. I repeat
my earlier statement on the
Attorney General's incompetence and his failure to fulfil
his duties.

Anwar Ibrahim
7 June 1999

tie~~evlland

I

Shame on those who
wido!ddeeds
II And rise at daybreak to do them knowing that they have the

power!
I

They covert land and take it by force; if they want a house they
seize it; they rob a man of his home and steal every man's iaheritance.

TherefoJe these are the words of the LORD:

II
II

Listen, for this whole broOd I am planning disaster, wboee yoke
you cannot shake from your neck and walk u.prigbt; it sball be
your hour of disaster.
AfiaiJI:2:t-3
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UMNO ~~neral Assembly:

Anwar's Shadow Looms
Over UMNO
Is the party in touch with

grassroot Malays?
by Anil Netto

Ill

MNO emerged from its
annual general assembly over the weekend,
its confidence apparently bolstered after a show of
unity and pledges of loyalty. But
looming large over the assembly
at the Putra World Trade Centre
was the shadow of its ousted
deputy president, now facing
charges of sodomy.

The assembly, the first since
Anwar Ibrahim's shocking dismissal and assault while in police custody last September, was
always going to be critical for
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir
Mohamad. Though the general
election is only due in mid-2000,
many political observers expect
Mahathir to dissolve Parliament
in the next few months, some
speculate in September.
This would allow the Barisan
Nasional to capitalise on a slew
of recently announced special
payments for civil servants and
a minor regional economic rebound. Political observers also
expect Mahathir to visit China in
August, a move they feel is aimed
at winning support among Chinese Malaysians.

With their party's hegemony of
power seriously threatened by an
opposition front, UMNO delegates reacted in a familiar way
at the assembly. Reflecting genuine fear of the ghost of Anwar,
they lashed out against unseen
foes, both foreign and local.
Somehow the plot looked familiar.
This time though the real enemies
are the new National Justice
Party (keADILan) and a resurgent PAS, both of which are
drawing support away from
UMNO' s traditional strongholds
in the Malay heartland. PAS' support appears concentrated in the
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East Coast states of Kelantan and
Terengganu and in the northern
states of Perlis and Kedah.
KeADILan, on the other hand, is
the unknown entity, its support
base seemingly less concentrated
in specific locations but more
widespread across the Peninsula.
These two parties are giving
UMNO nightmares over how far
its support among the Malays has
eroded in its traditional strongholds.

Heavy Fire
In an attempt to deflect attention
away from the genuine public
disquiet, delegates attacked an
absent Anwar. Devoting about a

quarter of his opening speech
and more than half of his closing
speech to issues related to Anwar,
Mahathir accused his nemesis of
having low morals and conspiring to topple him. His· vicious
character assassination against
his absent and silenced former
deputy may be seen as the verbal equivalent of the former police chief Rahim Noor's physical
assault on a blindfolded, handcuffed and defenceless Anwar. To
be fair, Anwar should have been
given equal time or a chance to
take part in a debate to respond
to the allegations raised.
To discredit Anwar, a long list of
his supporters who had been
awarded privatisation projects
was put on display. Conspicuously missing from the list were
the names of supporters and relatives of top party leaders. A case
of selective transparency ... If officials were really fair, they
should have released the details
of all privatisation awards and
special share allocations including those made when Tengku
Razaleigh and Daim Zainuddin
headed the Finance Ministry.
In the event, nothing new was
revealed about Anwar that had
not been raised before. What was
starkly revealed, instead, is that
the prisoner in Sungai Buloh continues to haunt his former party
like never before.
The bitter-sweet icing on the cake
was to come. In a move reminiscent of the dark days when political opponents and critics were
forced to appear on television to
renounce their earlier allegiances
or confess to communist links, a
sombre-looking Zahid Hamidi,
the former UMNO youth leader,
appeared on television reading

from a prepared text. Looking
dejected, he 'confessed' that
Anwar had allegedly made use
of him during last year's UMNO
general assembly.
A key Anwar ally then, Zahid
had rocked the 1998 assembly
when he claimed that UMNO
was mired in cronyism, corruption and nepotism. He was detained- and later released - under the Internal Security Act soon
after Anwar was arrested last
September.
Emotions ran high. Zahid' s successor, UMNO Youth leader
Hishammuddin Hussein, wept
when he read a poem about Hang
Tuah, the legendary warrior who
killed his friend, a fellow warrior,
for rebelling against the ruler.
The mainstream media provided
saturation coverage of the assembly. It was amusing - even pathetic - to hear the prime minister, who appeared 'live' on national television, saying that his
freedom of speech had been
curbed!
We await the day when Wan
Azizah, Fadzil Noor, Syed Husin
and Lim Kit Siang will be given
the same access to the media.
Mahathir claims that the opposition has nothing positive to say
about the Barisan Nasional. Well,
the Barisan is no different. For instance, if PAS co-operates with
non-Muslims, it must be a positive development that should be
welcomed instead of being attacked.
As the assembly got underway,
Anwar's lawyers were arguing in
court that the Attorney General
had allegedly acted improperly
by twice amending the date
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when the sodomy offence was
alleged to have occurred. The
lawyers claimed that the Attorney General amended the datefrom early 1992 to early 1993- for
the second time when it was revealed that the apartment block
where the offence was supposed
to have taken place had not yet
been completed.

Deeply divided
Some analysts believe that the
passage of time may have healed
the worst bruises that UMNO
sustained from the Anwar saga.
But many Malays confronted
with the Anwar saga, face a difficult choice in the coming election.
They have to choose between
their sense of identity as a community, which UMNO purportedly tries to champion, and their
religion, which PAS projects. Into
the fray has plunged the new
National Justice Party (keADILan) propelling justice and
accountability to the top of the
agenda among the Malay community.
So far, Mahathir has survived the
greatest political crisis he has
faced, helped in part by the regional economic rebound. Today,
he still commands significant
support, especially among the
business class. Mahathir remains
much admired among the business community for his pro-business policies despite reservations
among fund managers and share
investors wary of his policy
about-turns. Many also see him
as a bulwark against the ambitions of the opposition Islamic
Party (PAS) to set up an Islamic
state.
But the middle-class as a whole including the ethnic Chinese,

Some say
Mahathir's
shaming of
Anwar vioIated a sacred, almost
mythical social pact recorded in
Sejarah
Melayu (the
Malay Annals) that
barred a ruler
Apparent show of unity and pledges of loyalty?
from humiliwho make up a quarter of the ating his subjects in exchange for
population - is split down the their undivided loyalty.
middle. Yet, it is the Malay heartland that will be the deciding fac- Now that the street demonstrator in the coming general elec- tions following Anwar's ouster
tion. Out of 192 parliamentary have died down, it is harder to
seats at stake, 100 are constituen- spot open expressions of dissent
cies where ethnic Malays are in on the ground. That does not
the majority. In the end, it will be mean the cracks have disapthe Malays who will decide peared completely. In the staffUMNO' s - and the ruling Barisan room of a secondary school in
coalition's - fate. How they will Penang, for instance, a group of
Malay teachers huddle around a
vote is anyone's guess.
tape-recorder listening to
For sure, the Anwar saga has speeches hitting out at the govdeeply disturbed the community ernment. With the principal noespecially the younger Malays, where in sight and while their
many of whom have never voted bemused non-Malay colleagues
before. The Election Com- listen, the teachers chatter about
mission's decision to deny opposition politics.
650,000 new voters who registered in April or May the right to For sure, it will be an uphill battle
vote if the general election is held for UMNO to win back the hearts
this year is a setback to the demo- and minds of younger Malays. At
cratic process. Some 10 per cent a forum on students' involveof eligible voters will be disen- ment in politics held at a univerfranchised through no fault of sity recently, undergraduates
their own if the election is held jeered at two UMNO speakers
this year.
while opposition speakers received a standing ovation. A simiFear and Uncertainty lar forum in another university
has since been cancelled.
Though UMNO boasts 2.7 million members, few can gauge At a university tutorial discusshow many of them are on ing cultural symbols and politics,
Mahathir's side and will remain a lecturer recounted that a stuloyal to the party on polling day. dent rose and observed: "In the
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past, the Malay sultans were
given undivided loyalty by the
Malays. But the sultans' powers
were clipped after the constitutiona! crisis and it is Mahathir
who is now the feudal leader."
The class of some 200 students
broke out in spontaneous applause at the student's courage in
broaching a rarely discussed subject. One political observer said
the feudal mentality is very much
alive, pointing to an increasing
number of Malaysians who bend
to kiss the prime minister's hand
in greeting.
In a sign of the fear gripping the
party, several UMNO delegates
complained that the new logo of
Petronas, the national oil corporation, looked suspiciously similar to that of PAS' and wanted it
changed immediately.
They have reason to be worried.
PAS and keADILan flags can be
seen fluttering in the countryside,
outnumbering UMNO flags for
now - a reminder of how much
the political landscape has
changed. Workers of state agencies were said to have helped in
hoisting up the opposition flags,
something that did not go down
well with UMNO delegates. PAS
flags have even swamped
Mahathir's constituency of
Kubang Pasu in Kedah.
UMNO may have emerged from
its general assembly looking
fighting fit and - with the state
machinery and media at its disposal- as formidable as ever. But
the key question remains: is it in
touch with the grassroots Malays,
who were badly shaken by events
of the last nine months? That
uncertainty - rather than the
shadow of Anwar Ibrahim- is the
real ghost haunting the party. 0

A Travesty Of Justice
II Dr Mahathir has an iota ol decency in him, he will allow Anwar
to tell his side ol the story through a proper media conference
ato' Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad' s vicious, vituperative attack on Dato'
Seri Anwar Ibrahim at the
recently concluded UMNO General Assembly has soiled and sullied the former's image more than
it has tarnished the latter's integrity.
To accuse a person who is languishing in prison of cronyism, of being
a foreign agent, of lying, of deception and manipulation without giving him the opportunity to reply to
those charges is a travesty of justice. Anwar's attempt to respond
to some of the allegations against
him through a woefully brief letter hastily written in Court is proof
of the constrained situation he is in.
It is cowardly to continue to clobber a person in such a situation. If
Dr. Mahathir has an iota of decency
in him, he will allow Anwar to tell
his side of the story through a
proper media conference.
A media conference will enable the
media to ask Anwar some searching questions. Did Anwar award
shares and contracts to some members of his family and friends as revealed in the list made public at the
UMNO General Assembly? Who
made the decisions about those
sha1es and contracts? Isn't it true
that in a number of cases, decisions
about shares were made by the
Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI)? Isn't it also true
that it is the Economic Planning
Unit (EPU) under the Prime Min-

ister - and not the Ministry of Finance - that approves privatised
projects?
Why is it that in certain instances,
the list of those who had been
awarded shares and contracts does
not contain the names of all the
beneficiaries? For instance, the Express Rail Link project was allegedly awarded to Dr. Rahim Ghouse
who was then with Abrar but there
is no mention of YTL and Tabung
Haji, each of which holds 40 per
cent of the equity. Abrar holds only
20 per cent. Similarly, there are a
number of projects linked to Mohd.
Nor Mutalib, Ahmad Nazri
Abdullah and Khalid Ahmad but
the name Kadir Jasin, an infamous
Mahathir-Daim crony, is conspicuous in its absence - a curious phenomenon considering that he is an
important share holder in the companies that own those projects.
Likewise, Kamaruddin Jaafar is
presented as the beneficiary of the
KL Linear City project, when in fact
its major share holder is Tan Sri
Vincent Tan.
It is obvious that Mahathir has

been very selective in the disclosure of the names of those who
have benefitted from shares and
projects. The sole purpose of the exercise was to denigrate and discredit Anwar. An honest leader
who is determined to eliminate
cronyism would have revealed everything pertaining to the award of
shares and contracts, regardless of
whether it is damaging to one's
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friends or foes. Selective disclosure
of information, like selective prosecution, is shamelessly Machiavellian.
In light of this, Parti Keadilan
Nasional calls upon Dr. Mahathir
to establish an independent panel
to investigate cronyism and nepotism in relation to the award of
shares, contracts and projects to
Bumiputras, since the launch of the
New Economic Policy (NEP) in
1970.
KeADILan also debunks the mischievous insinuation that Anwar is
a foreign agent who blindly pursued IMF prescriptions in the wake
of the July 1997 financial crisis.
Anwar departed radically from the
IMF approach to crisis management by increasing state support
for the poor. At the same time, he
sought to encourage Malaysian
banks to merge so that they would
be able to withstand the onslaught
from foreign banks.

If there is anyone who can be accused of colluding with for~ign interests, it would be the person responsible for appointing an American corporation, Solomon Smith
Barney, as financial advisor to the
Malaysian government. It is the
height of hypocrisy to inveigh
against the evil West and yet seek
help and guidance from a corporation which is at the core of American global capitalism.

Continued on page 2::;

Police Custody :
The Need For Reform
by Rajen Devaraj and Stephanie Bastian

m

undreds of people have
been arrested in connection with the series of
demonstrations that
have taken place since the sacking of Anwar Ibrahim in September 1998. They comprise both the
young and the old, workers and
professionals, men and women.
Those who were arrested were
detained in various police lock
ups for periods ranging from one
to fourteen days. They share a
common bond and a common
tale.

Upon arrest, the
OKTs were asked to
hand over their identity cards and then
forced to pose for a
photograph together
with the police officer who made the
arrest. They were
then loaded into police trucks and transported to the Ibu In front of the court: OKTs in solidarity
Pejabat Kontigen
Polis (IPK or Police Contingent is called a cautioned statement
Headquarters).
because, before you say anything,
you
are supposed to be cautioned
Shocking
Intimidated
that you have the right to remain
experience
silent; anything that you say in
The group of 126 Orang Kena The OKTs arrived at the IPK by this cautioned statement can be
Tuduh (OKTs or accused persons) 11 pm. They were taken to the used as evidence against you in
facing trial for allegedly being parking lot and told to sit on the court.
involved in an unlawful assem- ground while they awaited quesbly were arrested in the vicinity tioning. They were called out one Being arrested is a new and
of Jalan Tunku Abdul Rahman after another and subjected to frightening experience for the
and the Dataran Merdeka be- two stages of interrogation.
average person. The detainee is
anxious, feels somewhat intimitween 3 pm and 10.50 pm on 17
In the first stage, each OKT was dated and is in a state of great
October 1998.
interrogated by a police officer uncertainly. It was in this frame
At the point of arrest, many of the who took an 'intelligence state- of mind that the vast majority of
OKTs who were neither armed ment'. The OKT was asked to those who were arrested gave
nor resisting arrest were sub- state his personal particulars and cautioned statements to the pojected to unreasonable use of then asked a series of fascinating lice that night.
force by the police. This was a questions such as what are your
shocking experience for many hobbies? where do you go in your free After being asked to give the cauOKTs who had always regarded time? and what are the names of tioned statements, many of the
OKTs were again photographed.
themselvE;:s as being law-abiding three of your friends?
Sometime
after 2.30 am on Sunand who viewed the police as
people they could turn to for help After this, each OKT was asked day, the OKTs were loaded back
to give a cautioned statement. It onto police trucks and transand protection.
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ported to various police lock-ups.
The women were taken to the
Wangsa Maju and Jalan Travers
lock-ups while the men were sent
to the Jalan Stadium and the Jalan
Cambell lock-ups.

Surrendering
everything
Sixty-six OKTs were detained at
the Jalan Stadium lock up. They
reached the lock-up at 4.00 am.
Before the detainees were placed
in a holding cell, they were first
relieved of all their personal effects.
The detainee has to surrender
everything - wallet, note-book,
diary, pen, watch, socks and
shoes. He can also be asked to
surrender his clothes at this stage.
The 66 OKTs were allowed to
keep their clothes but the vast
majority of people who were
detained along with the 66 in the
Jalan Stadium lock-up were reduced to their underwear before
being placed in the holding cells.

lniurles
When a person is arrested, he can
only be held by the police for 24
hours. If the police wish to hold
him longer, they will have to produce him in front of a Magistrate
who is empowered to issue a remand order of up to 14 days.
On Sunday morning, all the
OKTs were produced in front of
the Magistrate, who conducted
the remand hearing at the Jalan
Stadium Police Station. Lawyers
from the Legal Aid Centre represented the detainees.
The 66 detained at the Jalan Stadium lock-up were remanded for
4 days. Many detainees complained to the Magistrate that

they were assaulted by the police
at the point of arrest. They
showed the Magistrate their injuries and the Magistrate ordered
that they be sent to hospital for
treatment.

Crowded cells
The Jalan Stadium lock-up was
very crowded. The lock-up was
only gazetted to hold 38 people,
but at times there must have been
close to a hundred people in the
lock-up.
The larger of the cells measured
13 feet by 13 feet. But if everyone lay down, then there was
floor space for only a maximum
of 12 persons. There were times
that the cells the OKTs were
placed in contained up to 18 persons. With so many people in a
cell, everyone could not lie down
at the same time, and many OKTs
ended up squatting, or standing
for hours on end.

that there was no privacy! A short
2-foot wall separated the dry portion of the cell from the wet - toilet and tap - area of the cell.
This sort of gave the OKT a little
privacy vis-a-vis his own cell
mates - but he could clearly be
"seen" by others in the cell across
from him when he used the toilet or took a bath!
Breakfast consisted of a bun and
plain tea. For lunch and dinner,
the OKTs would get nasi bungkus
(packed rice)- which many OKTs
found completely unpalatable!

Charged
On Wednesday, the 126 were
charged with illegal assembly.
Bail was set at RM1,000 and those
who could make bail were released by Wednesday night.
Those who could not make bail
that evening were sent to Sungei
Buloh prison.

Some Observations

At night, the OKTs were given
blankets, but since the OKTs were From the moment a person is arrested, he is totally
expected
to
cut off from the
sleep on the cold
concrete floor,
outside. He does
Appeal
not have the right
the blankets
The OKTs & support
"to make one telewere used as
work for them are in
phone call". He
ground sheets.
dire need of funds. Dodoes not have the
Since there were
nate
generously. Conright to see his
not
enough
tributions can be forfamily, to meet his
blankets to go
warded to Aliran with
around,
the
lawyer, or receive
cheques made payable
OKTs were exfood or clothing
to .uAliran"'
from
outside.
pected to share
Under the law, he
blankets with
can be held incomone another.
municado for upto 15 days.
At Jalan Stadium, each cell had
its own toilet and tap. The ad van- The person detained is in a state
tage of this was that drinking wa- of great anxiety. He is anxious beter was always readily available cause he is ignorant about the
and the OKTs could use the toi- way the system functions . He is
let and bathe as often as they anxious because he is unable to
wanted. Th~ disadvantage was contact his family or his emAliran Monthly July 1999: 19(6) Page 16

ployer. This anxiety is cornpounded by the police who make
it a point not to tell him anything.
When an offence has allegedly
been committed, a period of remand may be required for investigation purposes. But, in this case,
all the 126 gave their cautioned
statements and were photographed within hours of the arrest.
Why then the need to remand
them and keep them in the lock up
for 4 extra days? Could it be, that
one reason for getting a remand
order was simply to humiliate,
punish and inconvenience people
-to teach them a lesson?
During this remand period, a
handful of the detainees were
subjected to interrogation by the
Special Branch. Allowing the
Special Branch to interrogate detainees was a total abuse of the
remand order - something that

we must totally reject even
though it has become almost
standard operating procedure for
the police. When a person is in
custody, the police have no business treating him like a football
that can be passed from one
group of police to another.

der police remand in police
lock~ups throughout the
country. The vast majority of
them may not be in the lockup because of "reformasi" or
some other struggle that is
taking place - but that is besides the point.

What is the purpose of remand?
A specific offence had allegedly
been committed, and the police
tell the Magistrate that they require a remand order to investigate that offence! How is it that
the detainee can then be taken for
questioning by the Special
Branch and asked questions like
"Give us the names of three leaders of the reformasi movement";
"What is the difference between
Gerak and Gagasan ?"; "Who
chairs Gagasan meetings?"?

Those who are under remand
deserve to be treated justly and
fairly. Whether they are suspected of theft or suspected of
being involved in an illegal assembly- they are nothing more
than "suspects"; people who
have not been found guilty of
any crime.

The Need For Refor111
Thousands of people are un-

There is a lot that is wrong with
our system. Hence the urgent
need for self-examination, selfcriticism and reform. On the issue of police remand, legal reform is urgently required in the
following areas:

The Refonnaal lrlala • An Upclate
At least 363 persons have been charged in court
in connection with the series of demonstrations
that have taken place since the sacking of
Anwar Ibrahim in September 1998.

the remaining 15 not guilty. Three were found
guilty and sentenced to 3 months' jail and fined
RMS,OOO (or in default a month's jail). All three
have filed notice of appeal to the High Court.

The 177 Arrested On 24 October 1998

126 Arrested On 17 October 1998

Of those arrested, the largest trial group in- The 126 were charged with unlawful assemvolved 177 persons who were arrested in
Kampung Baru on 24 October 1998 and
charged for unlaWful assembly and rioting.
The prosecution closed its case on 31 March
after 11 days of hearing. On 8 April, the Magistrate acquitted 160 persons of both charges;
17 persons were however asked to enter their
defense against the charge of unlawful assembly. Two of the 17 pleaded guilty, and they were
sentenced to a month's jail and fined RMS,OOO.

On 13 May 1999, the Magistrate found 12 of

bly and they included 17 women OKTs.
The prosecution dosed its case on 6 May 1999.
Submissions on "no case to answer" began on
13 May and both parties concluded submitting
on "no case to answer" on 27 May 1999, the
30th day of hearings.

On 14 June 1999, the Magistrate ruled that 38
OKTs (34 men and 4 women) have to enter their
defence against the charge of unlaWful assembly. The defence stage will commence when the
triall'eSumes from 28 June to 9 July.
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• A person who is arrested and
held by the police should have
the legal right to contact his family and to see a lawyer. It should
be an offence if he is denied that
right.
• •
• We need to rethink provisions
in the Criminal Procedure Code
(CPC) relating to remand. Does
the CPC give the police too
much leeway as far as the time
period is involved? Perhaps 15
days is too long and that is why
the system gets abused. In the
United Kingdom, even with a
Magistrate's order, you cannot
be held under remand for more
than 96 hours.
• There should be safeguards
within the CPC to prevent a detainee from being treated like a
football. There should be stringent provisions that the purpose
of the remand is only in respect
of the alleged offence. No other
police department - especially
the Special Branch - should be
given access and be allowed to
interrogate a detainee being held
under remand.
• Magistrates should have
greater regard for the liberty of
individuals in respect of whom
remand orders are sought. No
individual should be denied his
liberty, not even for a day, unless it is absolutely necessary.
The unquestioning and mechanical manner in which
Magistrates grant remand orders to the police must be scrutinised. It is outrageous that a
person who has already given
his cautioned statement and
been photographed within
hours of his arrest should be
held a further four days in the
lock- up, for no apparent reason at all. 0

SHOCKER AT POLICE
IDENTIFICATION PARADE
Comillfl face to face willt criminal •u.,_,.
would like to bring to
your attention how I
experienced the process of identification
of criminal suspects which was
conducted at the Taman
Dagang Police Station in
Ampang.
This is about a case of a boy, 21,
who was bashed up by three
people. I happened to meet two
of the suspects. One of them
confessed on the night of the incident (26 March 1999, at about
11.30pm) that he and his son
bashed the boy. So I was a witness to that.

I gave my statement to the investigation officer (IO) on 29
March 1999, if I remember correctly. After giving my statement, I was brought to the lockup at the same station to identify the person/persons who
claimed to be responsible for
beating up the boy.

way glass, where I would be
able to see the suspects without their being able to see me.
I was so shocked and nervous.
I walked up and down the line
and finally was able to identify only one of the guys instead of the two guys I saw on
the night of the incident.
After I had identified the one
suspect, the 10 told me to tap
the shoulder of the said suspect, and I did that.
A friend of mine who was first
to inspect the parade of suspects, had the opportunity to
even ask one of the suspects,
"Do you remember me or
not?" The suspect nodded his
head in the affirmative.

That same night I called Bukit
Aman to question why the
identification parade was conducted in that way. The ASP
on duty told me that all identification parades are conI was led through the first lock- ducted in this manner. If a
up door, the second and then change needed to be done, it
the third. When the third door could only be done by the lowas opened, I had the shock of calMP.
my life. There were about 15 to
20 suspects lined up in a row, This has further shocked me
wearing only shorts, uncuffed and I feel that we must do
staring at me. I exclaimed, "Oh something to protect future
witnesses from going through
my God!"
a similar ordeal.
The IO told me not to worry
and asked me to enter the lock- Now there are 19 other susup, where the identification pa- pects who can recognise my
rade was to be conducted. I was
Continued on page 23
expecting to be behind a one-
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And while they areatitcould Ku
Li, Mus tapa and Siti Zaharah also

look after the welfare of women
from the other 12 States? Why
only Kelanhu1? Don't forget, they
make batik sarongs there. Why
bring coal to Newcastle?

*****

What You Don't See
Is What You Don't Get

Of Women and

Batik Sarong
At last, men are finally speaking
on behaJf of women. Two prominent male politicians have put
redoubtable women politicians to
shame. Former S46 president
Tengku Razaleigh said that he
would find ways to help
Kelantan women set up small
businesses. Then the other minister, Mus tapa Mohamad who is
in charge of dispensing the largesse, echoed the call, 1'Kelantan
women will receive priority from
the fund ...Like what Ku Li
(Razaleigh) said, we need to uplift the role and image of women,
especially those in Kelantan."
The next day the head of Wanita
UMNO had to quickly get her act
together. Imagine being beaten to
the gun by men and acting on
their cue. Come on, Siti Zaharah,
you can do better! Whereupon
she immediately pronounced,
"Razaleigh's statements signalled the confidence the party
leadership in Kelantan had, in the
ability and commitment of
women in the national political
arena. We will take the opportu-

It's been pretty quiet these days,
for government opponents, that
is. The PM has seemingly regained his health. The economy
has seemingly recovered. Azhar
Mansor is seemingly back on
nity from the offensive approach track to resume his saii.Ulg feat
of PAS towards women to in- alter being delivered a
crease our role by taking RM500,000 replacement mast,
specially flown in by our valiant
Kelautan back from PAS."
boys from the RMAF (the things
Since when did Ku U or Mustapa that people do for the glory of
Mohamad become champions of leader and country!).
women's rights? Let's just hope
that women voters this time are Having got the better of the
not gettillg only the humble kain wicked wishes of some despibatik (batik sarongs) in exchange cable internet runwur~mongers
for that precious "X" in the right that his health and heart were
box on the ba11ot paper. Let's failing, the PM is flaunting his
hope that they will take the presence again in interminable
words of Ku Li, Mustapa and television appearances. And, beSiti Zaharah to heart. No more ing in the pink of health, he's off
batik sarong, instead how about again on another of his jauttts, to
asking for a fat loan to start a Japan, for the umpteenth time.
batik manufacturing factory?
Not just free rides to the poll- His financial "wizards" are also
ing station, how about free, safe off on a whirlwind junket with an
and efficient public transporta- entourage of bankers to sell a
tion provided to all school chil- miserly sum of bonds worth only
dren? No more sweet-talking 3.8 billion ringgit. I say miserly
about how good the party is for because jf one were to compare
women, instead, make women this sum to the 10 billion ringgit
good for the party, by having Renong owes its creditors, or
more women candidates. compare this say to Suharto's alWanita UMNO should make leged wealth of 57 billion ringgit,
this their clarion call to their or even to the half billion bailout
male counterparts, "NO REP- that a certain famous son of a faRESENTATION, NO D ES- mous leader was supposed to
PATCHING OF BATIK SA- have been given, the sum of 3.8
billion ringgit is not excessive for
RONG!"
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all of us 20 million Malaysians to
use. Anyway, the whole matter
seems rather academic. For us
simple folks who can't quite
fathom the difference between
one billion ringgit and·3 billion
ringgit, whatyoudontseeiswhat-

youdo11tget..
Okay, okay, lest we get the wool
pulled over eyes again, let's see
if we can try to make sense of all
of this. First, let's get oUI perspective right. Let's see if all this
money that we are getting can
make an impact, say, on our plantation workers. Somebody insisted that they could not be
given a minimum monthly wage.
But what could 3.8 billion ringgit
do for these poor souls who often earn less than 10 ringgit a
day?
There are at present 200,000 plantation workers in Malaysia. So far
a minimum monthly salary of
RM380 is only applicable in some
15 estates. Let's say that all
200,000 workers get this monthly
wage. The total minimum salary
for one month for all plantation
workers will then amount to
76,000,000 ringgit. A sum of 3.8
billion ringgit can then pay the
wages of these workers for four
whole years. Not bad actually.
But alas, any highfalu ting economist worth his salt will think the
idea is nuts. '1t's utterly idiotic
to think that all that hard work
to raise the 3.8 billion ringgit
worth of bonds overseas should
go to paying minimum wages to
200,000 pla11tation workers.
That's like putting money into a
black hole! Give the money instead to the real entrepreneurs,
even one or two, as long as they
generate more profit for themselves and the country."

No matter, we will persist in blabbering on that despite the stock
tnarket indexes going up, we
can't feel any difference in the
standard of OUI misery. Prices of
food and basic commodities ha vc
continued to rise, wages have remained unchanged, we ha vc
stopped getting high quality affordable health care, the classrooms of public schools have confumed to become overcrowded,
unemployment has gone up,
prices of cars have continued to
soar despite being made in oUI
backyards, the roads are jammed,
oUI drains are filthy and clogged,
the sidewalks are broken, we're
forced to eat hormone-injected
chickens because they're the
cheapest protein in the market,
and so on and so forth. So what
is this economic recovery that
they are talking about? Are we
supposed to accept pronouncemen t such as "Cl hits 800 points!
Bonds Oversubscribed By 300%!"
with glee when only by a quantum leap of the imagination can
our immediate lives be said to be
touched by it so far?

Straight from the Hansnrd: "Estate
workers are not like factory
workers. In a factory, there's a
supervisor who sees whether or
not the workers have got work to
do, and can take appropriate disciplinary action. But in an estate,
it is difficult to see whether the
worker is working or not What
he does behind the trees, I don't
know (laughs). In front of the
tree, we can see hnn; behind it,
you know, lal1." No need to attribute tllis famous quote. Anyway, the "stupid doctor "(solo yee
sung) claims tl1at his remark was
taken out of context. Let's give
him the benefit of the doubt.
What could have been the right
context? Here are some guesses:

So what if the stock markets go
up? It's only the market players
who will be making the bucks.
Aren't they supposed to be the foreign conspirators anyway who
ruined the market not so long ago?
And so what if the bonds are oversubscribed? An official of
Salomon Smith and Barney (foreigners, mind you!) remarked in a
newspaper report that their payment for helping launch the Malaysian Global Bond was, " ...very
satisfying." As for the Malaysian
taxpayer, he will be footing an interest of about 12% per cumum
over the next ten years, that is
some RM1.2 billion to repay the
bond-subscribers. Not so satisfying, I must say!

• "You see, ah, the fact of the
ma lter is that our estate workers are malnourished. You really can't possibly see them
when they get behind the
trees. T feel strongly for the
welfare of estate workers. We
should initiate a food coupon
programme, where workers
will be entitled to free basic
food supply. Over to you
Megat Junid."
• "Actually, aahh, tapping
should onlv be done on one
side of the tree, so there will
be no cl1ance for the worker
to sneak to the other side of
the tree."
• "Better still, lab, in order to
supervise estate workers ef-
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For the struggling rubber tapper
earning as little as 10 ringgit a
day, and working at the same
back-breaking job for the last
three decades, it will always be

wlmtyouseeiswlmtyottget.

*****

Seeing the Forest
for the Trees

fectively we should not have
the trees at all. It will be easier
for the supervisors, where
they can see everything, like
in the factory. ''
• "Nyanyuk alreacfy-lah! I really am not sure what I've just
said. Could I be mixing up
California Redwood forests
with Malaysian rubber trees?
The giant Redwoods, ah, it's
true, it might even take a day
just to tap around one tree.
Tolong-lah you people, you
must see the forest for the
trees. How to give monthly
wages when the rate of tapping is only one tree a day?"

ated sparked off this latest round
of questioning in Parliament. ..
and the Minister of Primary Industries' revealing comments visa-vis the workers.
So how has Samy Vellu and his
party tried to express their concern for the plight of the workers, an issue that they have been
studying for so long? "The estate
workers should not be called
workers or labourers", he declared. They are "skilled" and
therefore should be called "rubber technicians'' or "tapper technicians''. Hey Presto ! Monthly
salary problem solved. Is this the
forest or the trees? Wonder what
the rest of the on-going study will
reveal.

No such confusion on Samy
Vellu's part? Apparently, his
party has been conducting an
"on-going study" on the problems of estate workers. Indeed,
Political Orientation
the issue of monthly wages has
on Malaysian
been studied and restudied not
Campuses
only by Samy's party but by numerous researchers and aca- Unlike orientation programmes
demic groups. Most, if not all, for university freshies of yesterhave deemed the age-old de- years, this year's programme witmand for monthly wages a justi- nessed political leaders from the
fied one. Yet all this willie Samy Barisan Nasional government
and his party had actually done scurrying into campuses to give
precious little except to pop the pep talks to the fresh undergrads
odd question in Parliament ever about the current "political situso often. There is no evidence that ation" in the country. Federal
they have "struggled" to achieve Ministers, Mentris Besar, Chief
Ministers, and other luminaries
this just demand.
went out of their way to w1load
"Enough is enough", the estate earfuls on the poor greenhorns as
workers proclaimed. And so a if the vice chancellors and his
couple of months ago, busloads mjnions had not already done
of them from the north and from enough on those tender tympathe south converged in KL <uid nums. If that's not political indemonstrated in front of Parlia- doctrination, I'm the PM!
ment, probably to the surprise of
Samy and his party. A pile of pe- The wl1ole point of these indoctitions signed by Malaysians trination exercises is for the BN
from all walks of life in support politicians to persuade the fresh
of their demand was dumped in minds that their seniors who had
the foyer of Parliament. This in- taken part in the "infamous"
cident and the publicity it gcner- Reformasi demonstrations have

*****
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missed thew hole point of university education, that is, to study
hard and pass your exams. You
should know that the government built these universities and
provided facilities for you, and
therefore you students should be
eternally indebted to the BN government. In other words, don't
get political while you're studying; but nev·e r mind if ruling
party politicians go to campuses
to politicise tertiary education. In
one of the campuses not so long
ago, a political party held its
meetings in one of the halls and
their party flags were fluttering
along the main boulevard of the
campus! That was before they
realised that there were actually
students on campus.
And still earlier, there was another BN party which held its
Congress in the same university.
Midway through the Congress
pandemonium broke out. There
was shouting, flexing of muscles
and "I dare you" s. And chairthrowing. And they still wonder
why the students want Reformasi!

This business of suddenly "revering" youths seems to be a rather
desperate move. Aren't there
enough restrictions already on
what students can and cannot do
on campuses? There is a dress
code on campus, with some studen ts actually required to wear
ties! All notices put up on campus bil1boards must get the endorsement of the higher-ups
(even if it's for a session of Yoga!).
Students who come back into
campus grounds past midnight
will have their names recorded
by security guards!
Politicians arc scratching their
heads, as to why students arc still
ungrateful to the hand that feeds

them, despite all the 11loving"
(readsuffocatillg) protection given
to them. Like the proverbial parent of a problem child, the minister is wondering, "where did 1go
wrong?" And to that: the child
will say, "ltidtmg tak manwng, ptpi
tersorong-sorong!" (literally, the
nose is flat but the cheeks go
pressing it forward). This Malay
proverb is used to describe an
uninvited suitor who desperately
tries to court an unwilling lover.

*****
Unquestioningly loyal
The minor cabinet reshuffle that
the PM executed last month led
to all sorts of rumours as to why
two trusted loyalists were sacked,
pardon me, "resigned". Our erstwhile minister of culture, arts and
tourism said it loud and clear,
when you've got to go, you've
got to go. He denied he was sick
but accepted in good faith that
the PM had thought he'd done
enough for party and country for
the time being. But what about
''Mat Setia"? Surely, that was a
bombshell - perhaps even for
him. But, of course, all is fair in
love and war, and ''politics" is
certainly "war" by other means.

ery new PM pre-sign an undated
letter of resignation? We don't
have a president but once in a
while, with a little help from his
subjects, an enraged King may do
the needh1l and boot out the odd
PM!

*****
Quotable Quirks
11

1 know you all make jokes that
you have to bring along umbrellas when I speak because of my
saliva."

"I sleep well at night."

Sabbaruddin Cllik after his "resigllation".
"In 1996, to celebrate her birthday, she chose a diamond ring
worth RM25,000. In 1997 she
chose her dream destination. For
1999 she chose the High Court
and again, 1 fulfilled her request."
A businessman testifying in court
agai1tst a former lover whom he
claimed lzad absc011ded with a load
of his money; \JST, June 4, 1999

Lim Keng Ymk, referring to journalists in an interview over his rubber

trees gaffe.

*****
Pot Calling

"As university students represent the youth, it is imperative
that the nation's political leaders speak to them they (studer.ts) need to develop the right
atti ude...by spending wisely...
need to be involved in helping
to strengthen national stability...
must endeavour to break barriers or overcome racial polarisation... should reject negative
influences ... need for them to
build and acquire a strong moral
consciousness ...resolve to strive
for the success of the nation..."
(YAWN)

Lee Lam Thye, in his column, "OutRumours have it that all minis- look" (NST) in commending the
ters have undated pre-signed let- Cabinet directive for ministers to be
ters of resignation on the ready involved in the orieutation
for the PM to use at his conve- programme for new undergraduates.
nience. The culture of servile unquestioning loyalty to the leader " I organized the first Kedah
is not only very much alive in Malay Youth Union, and later
Malaysia, but it has taken on en- the Kedah Malay Union, a potertaining proportions. Frankly, I litical party that evolved into
prefer the Russian way of doing what is today the ruling party of
things : President Boris Yeltsin - Malaysia, the United Malays
not exactly in his pink of health- National
Organization
has been changing his prime min- (UMNO)"
isters like shirts. Couldn't we Mahilthir Molzamad claiming credit
adapt our Malaysian political for forming UMNO, in his latest
practice a little bit and have ev- book, A New Deal For Asia.
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KeHie Black
I guess we all followed the flap

recently over PAS's announcement that it would consider admitting non-Muslims as assoda te
members and even for them to
stand as PAS candidates in the
coming elections. The NST carried a frontpage headline labeling this proposal as discriminatory. Many BN spokespersons
took great umbrage over that proposal. How dare PAS "discriminate" against non-Muslims, they
cried. I find it strange that the
commentators from parties such
as UMNO (which does not admit
non-Malays except those in
Sabah), MIC (Indians only) and
MCA (please, only Chinese)
should sit on their high horse and
call others "discriminatory"
when their parties are the very
epitome of discrimination!
End all discrimination I say. Political parties which discriminate
on ethnicity, r~ligion or gender
should be banned; that way all
Malaysians regardless of creed
and sex Kill not be dbcriminated
from joining political parties. The

political parties - now stripped
of their ethnic and religious
stripes and predilections - can
then focus on their main job:
work for their electQr~tes regardless of race, language, class or sex
and represent them in parliament
by championing the cause of the
common citizen, without fear or
favour.

World would prefer a broadsheet." But to his disappointment
the Smartest Dog in the World rejected the broadsheet too. The
Utusan Barisan reporter looked
smug, stepped forward and
pushed a copy of his coloured
newspaper forward. The Smartest Dog in the World took a good
look at it and s tarted barking
even more anxiously. The aide
Wouldn't that be nice? Of course screamed, "Quick, just get him a
it would be asinine for a plural blank piece of paper. He cannot
society such as ours to ban all re- stand it anymore."
ligious and culturaJ organizations. Ergo, all the banned eth- Fortunately, some mahjong paper
nic and religious parties should was available. It was spread on
convert themselves into cultural the floor and the Smartest Dog in
organizations, and do some se- the World went about his busirious soul-searching. What was ness as any dog would do. When
it again that some retrenched he was done, one newsman
minister said about having a asked the most obvious question:
"Malay soul" before one can "What was that all about?"
lead the party and country?
Here's a new job he may want A few short barks later, the aide
answered, "He couldn't use those
to take up.
papers. They were all already full
of shit."

*****

Sequel to Sequel to
SH#-!o

*****
Reign of Terror

The Smartest Dog in the world
was visiting the country. Right in The other day, a newspaper headthe middle of his press confer- line screamed that one. state had
ence he gave a few anxious barks. banned the movement of aniHis aide translated it: the Smart- mals. We quote from one of Big
est Dog in the World needed to Brother's official organs, The Star,
clear his bowels; for that some May 26, 1996, "The state government
has
banned
the
newspaper was required.
unauthorised movement of pigs,
The columnist from The Scar dogs and cats in Kuching, Serian
quickly jumped up to place a and Sibu districts which have
copy of his tabloid on the floor. been declared as Nipah virus inThe Smartest Dog in the World fected areas."
looked closely at the paper and
barked. "Sorry, Sir", the aide Need animals now apply for vitranslated, "Could we have some sas and special permits? A certain
other newspapers, please?" Ye Dr Ng Siew Thiam, who was faOlde Crooked Thymes sub-editor miliar with the habits of animals
then placed a copy of his paper, when probed by the authorities
quietly telling himself, "Obvi- finally confessed that, yes, "there
ously, the Smartest Dog in the is still movement of pigs in the
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three districts concerned". He did
not know, "how the authorities
would enforce the order on the
movement of pigs in the districts." We too shudder at the
prospect of the surreptitious introduction of new draconian
measures to check animal movements.

Already, dose to a million pigs
had been massacred in a most
gruesome way for supposedly
harbouring deadly foreign elements of the japanese and other
viruses. Many animals have had
no choice but to go underground
or under cover. But the poor creatures are relentlessly pursued;
rats, cats and bats in their subterranean hideouts, lairs and caves,
tracked down mercilessly by
gun-toting SWAT teams lest they
may be infiltrated by the same
foreign agents.
In 1985 Cecil Rajendra penned
a poem titled, "The Animal and
Insect Act" wherein it was
scribed that nothing was left
unregulated in a certain land
where the government of the
day had imposed the AnimaJ
and Insect Emergency Control
and Discipline Act. The Act
stipulated among other things
that, ''buffaloes, cows and goats
were prohibited from grazing
in herds of more than three ..
Java sparrows were arrested in
droves for rumour-mongering;
Cats (suspected of conspiracy)
had to be indoors by 9 o'clock,
and by virtue of of Article Four,
paragraph 2(b), sub-subsection
sixteen, under no circumstances were elephants allowed
to break wind .Their farts could
easily be interpreted as gunshot. Might spark off a riot." .
Look no further, oh bard, that
reign of terror is nigh!

"What comes from the lips reaches the ear,
what comes from the heart reaches the heart" - Arab proverb

I Have A Dream:
An Open Letter to The Presidents
ol All Opposition Parties

m

ear Presidents,

~ My family and I have
a Dream - a truly
achievable Dream. We would
like to share it with you and all
Malaysians who are equally
angry, disgusted and revolted
with the culture of deception,
corruption and blatant abuse
of position and power over
more than 40 years.
The birth of this Dream begins
at the next election. It could not
come at a more opportune time
in the history of our young nation. We shall work together
with a very clear primanJ focus, which is to topple the top
30 leaders in UMNO and the
Barisan Nasional. Whether
these 30 men and women are
presently MPs or ADUNs do
not matter. They simply and
decidedly must be eliminated
at the polls. They shall bear the
supreme anger of all Malaysians who have been longing
for change.
We guarantee you and the
country that when the likes of
Mahathir, Daim, Rafidah, Ling,
Samy, to name a few, are
electorally annihilated, their
political lives will equally per-

ish. The country will then be shall we be taken for granted
set for change.
by these political opportunists.
We now have a Dream - to
A secondary effort must be to work with you.
win as many ADUN and Parliamentary seats as the oppo- With the Grace of God and his
sition can. We want you tore- Blessings, you and we shall
member that the number of achieve this Dream, because
"paper-thin" wins by the BN when God inspires you to vicat the 1990 and 1995 polls were tory and form the alternative
remarkably numerous. This al- government, you shall introlows for a very possible and duce so many reforms that
achievable landslide for the they will make all Malaysians
new ''Barisan Rakyat."
dizzy with Happiness. The
wicked who have escaped
A third and related strategy for public accountability previyour activists is to ensure that ously shall now tremble before
whoever sympathises with the might of People Power.
your cause registers, shows up
and votes at the next election. We remind you - once you sit
This will ensure commitment down to implement the new
policies for the nation and beto your collective effort.
gin to govern us - not to forThree seemingly simple strat- get the past crimes of omission
egies for you to achieve. Im- and commission. More imporpossible? No. I am an example. tantly, you must institute imMy wife is another. Our eldest mediately Royal Commissions
daughter, who is now ready to of Inquiry on corruption and
vote, is yet another. The others abuse of power in the Public
will have to wait for their time Services, in the Police, in the
although, young as they are, office of the Attorney General,
their anger against tyranny is in the Media. Once and forever,
real. All three of us have not these Commissions shall verify
bothered to vote previously. and bring to book those conWe simply have to live with spirators who have injured the
our past apathy. We have paid liberty of all Malaysians for 40
the price. But No. Never again over years!
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We also suggest that you take
the initiative to form a People's
newspaper and TV - owned
by ordinary Malaysians.
These publicly owned media
shall be governed by an Act of
Parliament and run by professionals whose duty is simply
to enhance the public and national interest. There will be a
single Board of Public Trustees
consisting of Malaysians of
known integrity. This public
newspaper and TV s tation
shall celebrate the government's good work- as well as
respond genuinely to all public complaints, with equal enthusiasm. Only then will we
have a Media which is the
public conscience.

Continul'd from page I -l

There ie a third point that
Mahathir railed in his UMNO

speech tbat reveals a certaktelement in his character. He was
insistent that there was no political conspiracy against
Anwar. Anwar, he alleged, fa))..
ricated the theory of political
conspiracy after his sacking
from the government and the
party.

Sincerely
Nanni Saila

Petaling Jaya

he had with him on the matter.
The political conspiracy against

The truth is that the police were
aware of an attempt by certain
politicians and corporate fig-

Anwar is at the root of the
Anwar crisis. Or. Mahatbir will
not dare to acknowledge this.
ures to destroy Anwar's politi- This is why he has chosen to
cal career way back in August camouflage the truth with lies
1997. The then Head ofSpedal and half-truths. But the people
Branch had, in fact, sent a letter will not be fooled.
to the Prime Minister (who was
then also a Minister of Home
Executive Committee
Affairs) dated 3 September 1997
23June 1999
providing details of the conPIJrli Ke.ulilan Nuional

Remember, Ladies and Gentlemen, that it will be People
Power which will elevate you
to positions of authority and
influence. Remember that you
only have five short years to
Continued from page 18
serve your country. Should
face. ·What if they have made
you let power go to your heads ,
friends with the one that I
and engage in corruption and
identified and one· day they
abuse, we shall, without hesihappen to see me in public.
tation, also remove you with
What guarantee can the Police
equal anger and passion.
give me for my safety?
This Dream that I have is so
precious and fragile. Dare to
realise it with Courage. Look
after it with Pride. Nurture it
with Love for the country.
Treasure it with Humility. Because such a Dream, if it comes
true, would be a gift from God.

epiracy.II\Anwarsdetamation

sUit apinsttbeautbor and publisheir of '*50 DalD", his Defence
CoanselJefeJ'NCI 10 the plot to
eli.mtnate Anwar politically.
That was in July 1998. Anwar
himself alluded to political
machinat:iOft8 against him in a
letter to Dato Seri Mahathir
Mohamad at the end of August
1998. He drew the latter's attention to an earlier conversation

Rape victims or women witnesses who have to i4entify
suspects this way, would definitely have an embarrassing

experience. Remember the
ones that were not picked out
in that parade would now
know that this girl was a rape
victim! They can subsequently embarrass the rape
victim in public anytime.
Don't you think that we
should have the safety of the
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women in mind and their identities protected?

Please note that Malaysia has

the tallest building in the
world, has the LRT, the National Car, the MSC, etc., and
leaders who can suggest brilliant ideas for the country,
but the safety of citizens has
been overlooked! It only
takes the Chief of Police to
make a change for one-way
mirrors to be insbilled at all
Police Stations. It would not
coet as much as the KLCC!
The change should be made
and made NOW! Not by a
local MP but by the acting
Chief of Police.

by Nason Pcmnillh

Madurese.
The Malaysian government must
stop "shooing" away refugees
and start treating them like the
human beings that they are. Only
then can we claim to be a responsible member of the international
community.

Aliran Executive Committee
27 March 1998

Partl Keaclllan:
A New Dawn in
Malaysian Politics

Don't 11 Shoo"
Refugees; Respect
their Rights!

health and
grounds.

compassionate

Aliran urges the government to
Aliran deeply regrets the Malay- respect the human rights of all
sian government's decision to refugees. Most refugees leave
hastily tum away 411 Madurese their home countries only under
refugees who arrived in Sarawak extreme duress, and are keen to
after fleeing bloody ethnic return as soon as circumstances
clashes in the Sambas region of permit. Refugees thus have a
West Kalimantan.
right to be treated humanely and
provided all assistance until it is
Newspaper reports indicate that safe for them to return to their
the 411 Madurese arrived in the country of origin in accordance
evening of 23 March crammed in with the 1951 UN Convention
a boat, the MV Perniati, but were and the 1967 UN Protocol relatnot allowed to land. They were ing to the Status of Refugees.
instead confined on-board their
vessel and were forced to stay Instead, in Malaysia, we seem to
overnight under extremely treat refugees more like a secucrammed conditions.
rity problem than a humanitarian
one. The exception, of course,
The next day, after being pro- being our treatment of the
vided food, water and fuel, they Bosnian refugees. But why the
were escorted back into interna- double standards? Why can't we
tional waters, where they were also treat refugees from our
apparently met by the Indone- ASEAN neighbo~ as humanely
sian navy before being escorted as we have the Bosnians? This
to Pontianak. Only a woman who incident is but another shameful
gave birth and her husband have episode in our history of dealing
been allowed to stay on in with refugees, whether they are
Sarawak for a short time on Vietnamese, Acehnese or
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Aliran welcomes the birth of the
new political party, Parti
Keadilan Nasional, as a positive
development towards change
and renewal.
For the majority of Malaysians
who want justice, accountability,
transparency, and good governance, Parti Keadilan promises a
new dawn of hope. It heralds a
new era of genuine multi-ethnic
and multi-religious co-operation
and unity.
Malaysia is in a state of ferment
and expectancy. Malaysians who
have been long disillusioned and
disaffected with the present system of governance would welcome the emergence of a viable
and credible alternative to the
monolithic Barisan ~asional.
The Barisan is no longer in tune
with the sentiments at the ground

level. It has lost touch with the
common people. It has become
too powerful and arrogant to pay
attention to the many ordinary
voices expressing dissatisfaction.
It does not tolerate dissent. It
curbs our freedom and denies us
our basic human rights. For these
reasons, many Malaysians feel it
is time for change.

age to help
them immediately identify
the so-called
"teachers" and
the youths in
school uniform
who attacked a
vehicle carrying
TV3 personnel.

To live up to these expectations,
it is crucial for Parti Keadilan to
rise above petty politics and seriously address the larger issues
of the day. It should galvanise the
opposition into a multi-ethnic
coalition that seriously poses an
alternative to the Barisan - an alternative that is more caring and
compassionate, tolerant of criticism, and oriented towards the
rights and needs of the ordinary
rakyat.

The media reports of violence
- which only
showed protestors retaliating but
ignored high-handed police actions - have to be put in perspective. No one was killed; there were
no reports of shops being looted;
and no reports of any serious injuries to police personnel.

If Parti Keadilan can forge unity
among all opposing forces and
attract the non-committed to its
cause; if it can inspire the apathetic and motivate the
marginalised; if it can rise above
the rhetoric to live out the ideals
of justice and truth, then it deserves the support of all concerned Malaysians who long for
a more just and humane society.
P Ramakrishnan
President
9April1999

Police Should
Exercl•• Re•tralnt
Aliran condemns the excessive
use of police force on the crowds
that gathered outside the High
Court in Kuala Lumpur yesterday to find out the verdict in the
Anwar Ibrahim trial.
Much has been said in the media

about the violence perpetrated by
so-called Reformasi demonstrators. Eyewitnesses at the scene,
however, said that the crowds
outside the court yesterday were
initially very peaceful. It was
only after police used teargas,
water cannons and batoncharged them that they were provoked. 1ian Chua, the vice-president of Parti Keadilan Nasional,
was seen bleeding from his head,
and had to be sent to hospital after his arrest. He was, without
doubt, a peaceful demonstrator.
Witnesses saw him being thrown
into an FRU truck and beaten.

Aliran calls on the police to exercise utmost restraint in line with
its new "mesra" approach- which
unfortunately was not evident in
the last couple of days - and allow citizens to assemble and express themselves peacefully.

Aliran calls for the immediate
release of all those picked up by
We do not approve of violent ac- police yesterday, failing which
tions of any sort- whether com- they should be promptly charged
mitted by the police or by protest- in court in a fair and open trial.
ors. We are doubtful that many
genuine reformasi supporters
Aliran Executive Committee
were behind the much-publicised
15 April1999
aggressive behaviour. Who were
these troublemakers? We wonRespect Worlcl Court
der why all of them - especially
Decl•lon on Para•
those who attacked the TV3 vehicles - weren't arrested on the Aliran hails the World Court's
spot despite the massive police ruling that United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Indepenpresence in the city.
dence of Lawyers and Judges
We are reminded of the peaceful Param Cumaraswamy is entitled
demonstrations last year that to immunity from legal proceedwere marred by agent provoca- ings.
teurs. Were these agent provocateurs in action again yesterday? The decision of the International
The police have the TV3 film foot- Court of Justice confirms the
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view held by numerous NGOs
and within legal circles that
Param was indeed protected by
immunity when he commented
on the Malaysian judjci.fll system
in November 1995.
Aliran recalls that Malaysia had
indicated it would abide by the
World Court's decision. Now that
the decision has been made, it is
incumbent upon the Malaysian
government to honour its obligations.
To maintain our reputation in the
world community as a nation
that lives up to its moral obligations, we must now bring to a
close all legal proceedings and
put to rest this unhappy episode.
P Rnmakrishnan

President
30 April1999

Protect Civil Servants'
Civil Liberties
Aliran deeply regrets Deputy
Prime Minister AbdullahAhmad
Badawi's recent threat to all government servants who "oppose
the Government." He suggested
that these civil servants should
resign or face disciplinary action.
His statement has wider repercussions on society. For one, it
reflects a poor understanding of
or a dangerous refusal to appreciate the principles and the workings of a democracy.

line and sinker the political ide- able step taken by 581 locaJ jourology of the government of the nalists and editors calling for the
day. In short, civil servants repeal of the restrictive Printing
should not think, behave andre- Presses and Publications Act,
act like unthinking zombies.
1984. Their action confirms the
claim of many concerned MalayIn a democracy, citizens-whether sians that this impious piece of
they are government servants or legislation is not only undemoprivate sector workers- should cratic but also irrelevant today.
have the freedom to adhere to
any political philosophy in their It is also our belief that other
private lives, to associate with equally undemocratic laws like
any political group, to attend any the obnoxious Official SecretsAct
political gathering, and to read and the nefarious Internal Secuany political literature of their rity Act have hampered consciown choice. U these options are entious journalists from contribdenied to civil servants, then uting towards the grov.'th of a
thinking Malaysians would have democratic and civil society.
good reason to wonder if we are
truly a democratic society or These laws are often defined and
merely pretending to be one.
applied arbitrarily by the powers-that-be to muffle criticism
Abdullah's directive to govern- and stifle dissent. Consequently,
ment department heads to moni- they nurture a culture of fear and
tor the activities of their subordi- acquiescence.
nates is dangerous as it is
Orwellian in essence. Given the In this connection we support the
political pressure exerted on de- call for the setting up of a media
partmental heads, it is quite likely council as a means for regulating
that many of them will be over- the country's media. However,
zealous in implementing this di- we want to emphasise that this
rective, thereby further curbing council must be really indepenthe civil liberties of civil servants. dent of the government so as to
ensure that it will not end up as a
Aliran urges Abdu11ah and other rubber stamp, or as a mechanism
members of the Federal Cabinet to legitimise journalistic practices
to halt these undemocratic moves that are undemocratic and unfair.
during these trying political
times. A government that pro- Finally, we hope that the apparfesses to be democratic and fair ent positive response by Datuk
must play the political game ac- Seri Abdullah Badawi, the
cording to universally accepted deputy Prime Minister, to these
initiatives is not merely a public
ground rules.
relations exercise.

Civil servants are expected to
Alirnn Executive Committee
Aliran Exemtive Committee
perform professionally and effi4May1999
7May1999
ciently in discharging their duties
Towarcls a Greater
irrespective of which political
People's Right to
Freeclom of
party is in power. They should
Comment
ancl Criticise
Expression
not be partisan in carrying out
their duties. But that does not
mean they have to embrace hook, Aliran fully supports the laud- It is unfortunate and regrettable
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that the deputy minister in the
Prime Minister's Department,
Datuk Ibrahim Ali, in reacting to
the Bar Council's statement, has
not shown any understanding of
the rudiments of a· democracy.
His response to the Council's
well-thought out and rational argument is pathetic, to say the
least.
By no stretch of the imagination
can his reasoning be sustained
that commenting on the workings and policies of the government is tantamount to interference in the government's affairs. It is a right guaranteed to
the citizenry of any country that
claims to be a parlaimentary democracy.
A functiorung democracy demands the active participation of
the people. Any attempt to curb
this right only exposes the dictatorial tendencies of the government.
It is absurd for Ibrahim Ali to
state, "I am unhappy with the Bar
Council's press statement on Tan
Sri Mohtar Abdullah's stand ..."
He has a right to be unhappy and
express his views. But he has no
right to expect the Bar Council or,
for that matter, any other self-respecting NGO to come out with
statements to make him happy. It
is very elementary and doesn't
need any emphasis.

However, he cannot contend that
others have no business in telling
the government how to run the
country. Likewise, he cannot interpret the right of citizens to
comment and dissent as meddlinginpolitics and the country's
policy matters.
Ibrahim Ali needs to be reminded

that he is occupying the position by foreign powers and the forbecause of the people. It is the eign media. He also alluded to
people who elect the government the possibility of the Opposiand give it a lease of life to serve tion using violence.
the people. All the projects implemented by the government and Such deliberate demonising of
the salaries and perks enjoyed by the Opposition doesn't augur
the top officials whether elected well for a country where the
or, as in Ibrahim Ali's case, ap- ruling party professes to
pointed, are paid for by public honour and practise democfunds.
racy. In a living democracy, the
Opposition has its due place in
As such, the people have a right society-and the BN governto expect an exemplary code of ment must take cognisance of
conduct and acceptable level of this.
performance from them. When
this is not up to expectation, We are against all forms of"dirty
then the people have a right to tactics" and violence especially if
criticise them and question they are used to achieve political
them. That right also includes triumph. We are also against any
the right to tell them how to run political party becoming the
the government in the interest lackey of external powers.
of the people.
That said, the prime minister's
It is incumbent on the govern- slandering has serious implicament to explain and clarify, to tions, one of which is that it goes
change and modify policies and against the teachings of revealed
not to respond arrogantly. The religions. Our spiritual traditions
servant of the people must not at caution us about the dangers of
any time pretend to be the mas- slander, which can lead to moral
ters. If this simple and basic foun- decline in society.
dation of democracy is not understood, perhaps it is time for these We completely agree with the
public officials to step aside, and King's recent advice to Malaysians that we should rid ourlet others rule.
selves of the culture of slander
P. Ramakrishnan, and rumour-mongering.
President, Aliran
19May 1999 Given the gravity of this scourge,
we call upon the Prime Minister
The PM Slanders:
to refrain from uttering unsubTake Note,
stantiated allegations. Besides, Dr
lltralll• Alii
Mahathir' s penchant for slandering could land himself into
Aliran regrets that the Prime trouble with a band of UMNO
Minister has recently suc- legal eagles, led by the diligent
cumbed to casting aspersions Ibrahim Ali, who are out to curb
upon the country's opposition bad-mouthing and other related
parties, saying that they will activities.
resort to employing "dirty tacAliran Executive Committee
tics" in the coming general eJection and that they will be aided
8 June 1999
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that leader, I had expected that
comparison to be complimentary.
However on the issue of
women's role in society, I beg to
decline such a compliment. Your
extract is in fact a misquotation
from another media publication
which has been clarified.

Letters should preferably be no more than 250 words and must
include the writer's name and address. Shorter letters will be
preferred and pseudonyms may be used. Letters should be
addressed to The Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, P.O. Box 1049, 10830
Penang, Malaysia or e-mail to : aliran_letters@hotmail.com. Views
expressed need not necessarily reflect those of Aliran.

Reply from DAP
With reference to your article entitled ''What the opposition must
do in the coming election" in the
June 1999 Aliran Monthly, which
carried the passage that'many
Malays who will have to choose
between BN and DAP are not
comfortable with the DAP's position on Special Privileges and
Official Language", please be informed that it is based on false
and misleading assumptions.The
DAP supports Article 152 of the
Constitution which states that
'The national language shall be
the Malay language."

Nevertheless, based on the track
record of the Wanita Gera kan,
which I head, it would be ridiculous and completely out of character for me to promote a subordinate domestic role for women as
implied by your comment.
Wanita Gerakan has in fact been
in the forefront in asserting
women's rights through amendments to the Domestic Violence
Act as well as to the Guardianship of Infants Act. Our national
workshops have also dealt with
the issue of Women's Empowerment from both the legal and economic aspects.

use of Malay special rights to enrich the new Malay rich to make
them richer, while the mass of
peasantry and poor are exploited As for the quotation itself, it was
as ever."
made at a mass wedding fest
publicity function referring to
It is hoped that you can publish workshops to be organised by the
this clarification so that suchmis~ Consultative Committee for
leading statements would not be Women's Development for both
further exploited by the Barisan- brides and grooms together so that
controlled mainstream mass me- they could understand the mutual
responsibilities of each party in a
dia.

marriage.
YCFoo
Political Secretary to the DAP H Kelantan's Tok Guru approves
Secretary General of this, then we may, indeed, have
something in common.

Kee Phaik Cheen

YB Datuk Kee Phaik Cheen
and Nlk Aslz:
National
Wanita Chainrum
On the question of Special PriviKee Clarifies
Parti Gerakan
leges, the DAP in its first speech
in Parliament in 1971, had I refer to your "Thinking Althrough its Secretary-General lowed" column in the May issue
Anwar's Verdict: A
Lim Kit Siang, said: ''We support linking my opinion with that of
Foregone Conduslon
any measure which will help bet- the venerable Nik Aziz of
ter the lot of the Malay poor. But Kelantan. Knowing your In the Anwar Ibrahim trial, had
we are strongly opposed to the journal's usual admiration for the normal procedure been folAli ron Monthly July 1999: 19(6) Poge 30

lowed to charge the former
Deputy Prime Minister under
Section 2(1) Emergency (Essential
Powers) Ordinance 1970 for corrupt practice from fl.le .beginning,
valuable Court time and public
funds would not have been
wasted in the long drawn trial
which lasted 78 days.
Whcn the clwrge was amended
from sexual misconduct to corrupt practice midway through
the trial, the educated populace
already knew what the verdict
would be like.
It is believed that in any corruption case investigated by the Anti
Corruption Agency involving
Cabinet Ministers and other
VIPs, the Prime Minister has the
authority to block the investigation and put an end to it.

to defend themselves as and
when the need arises.
UMNO should not be made to
bear the burden for the misconduct of certain individuals.

Rnlcyat Malaysia
Penang

Outrageous Tales
Dr Mahathir has always been
obsessed with gargantuan
projects, the more monstrous the
better. But now that Malaysia is
in a recession, he can no longer
satisfy his obsession and his
chronic frustration is revealing
itself in the monstrosity of his
tales.

As reported in the Star of 23
March 1999, he now claims that
the Mahligai (palace) at Putra Jaya
was for t}:\e next PM and so was
just like the Internal Security Act, the executive jet. With floor tiles
the Emergency (Essential Pow- from Italy and furniture, fittings
ers) Ordinance 1970 should be and furnishings from France,
withdrawn so that it will not be Anwar obviously imagined himused indiscriminately by the self to be the Louis IV of MalayACA to arrest alleged victims of sia.
corruption.
After believing that, good citiTunlcu Ismail ]ewa zens of Malaysia should not find
Penang it difficult to believe the following:

Hire Your Own
Lawyers
UMNO forms a lawyers' panel to
take action against those
criticising UMNO leaders.
Most of the so-called UMNO
leaders including its president Dr
Mahathir are criticised as individuals i.e. in their personal capacity and not as UMNO officials.
The individuals concerned
should appoint personal lawyers

• Actually Mirzan is Anwar's
son. That was why Anwar
was eager to bail out Mirzan's
shipping company. In fact
Anwar proposed to pay three
billion ringgit for the company, and it was Mahathir
who "turned him over" and
made him agree to pay only
two billion ringgit.
• Eric Chia is Anwar's friend.
That is why Anwar appointed
him to Perwaja, which is
Anwar's favourite project, as
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a result of which Malaysian
taxpayers lost five billion
ringgit. Anwar abused his position by ordering the Anti
Corruption Agency not to investigate.
• Dr Syed Hussein Ali and a
couple of associates asked the
Anti Corruption Agency to investigate how Anwar's three
sons had acquired stock in
over two hundred companies
by 1994. Anwar abused his position by ordering the AntiCorruption Agency not to investigate.

• In 1981, a shady deal was
struck between Malaysia and
a Swiss company called Marc
Rich to comer the tin market.
Malaysia lost 800 million
ringgit in the deal. This was
because Anwar wanted to get
rich. He also ordered the Auditor General not to say a
word.
• Bank Bumiputra has been losing billions of ringgit and will
soon disappear from the surface of the earth. This was because Anwar borrowed the
bulk of the money loaned out
by Bank Bumiputra and refused to repay. He also refused to have the Auditor
General investigate where
and how the mountain of
money had disappeared.

Good Citizen
Kuala Lumpur

Help ••• I have
nowhere to turn to
I am a Malaysian with two children, previously divorced and
now re-married to a Mauritian
national.

I am writing because I feel that Anwar's camp makes me all the
tive travel and the honourific
the Malaysian Immigration De- more suspicious that it is another
YB?
partment has been unfair and misinformation programme by • the police will observe the
unjust in rejecting my husband's the powers-that-be.
spirit and letter of Article 10
application for a wor~ P.ermit to
of the Constitution?
enable him to work in the com- Though I don't condone violence, • sensible debate will replace
pany he and I set up in 1993.
I can understand the frustrations
mudslinging, below-the-belt
of Anwar's hardcore supporters
blows and patronising gesMy husband is always in and out at the lack of appropriate chantures?
of Malaysia, exporting computer nels to voice their discontent. But • election candidates' ethnicity
peripherals to Africa and else- it makes no difference to my perwill not be used for or against
where. Now he intends to settle ception of the injustice meted out
him?
here. Hence, I applied -under my to Anwar and it'll be manifested • religion and race will not be
company- for his work permit when I exercise my democratic
used as umpan (bait) for votes?
(pas lawatan kerja).
rights at the ballot box in the com- • the BN will desist from foreing general election.
casting doom, including
However, without providing any
bloodshed, riots and all hellgood reason, the Immigration I can only hope there are enough
breaking loose if the BX is not
Department rejected the applica- ~minded loyal Malays~ to
returned as the government?
tion and gave my husband a one make a difference, to send the • the BN will not deny watchmonth's extension with notice right message to the ruling elite.
dog NGOs the right to monithat he is to leave the country. I
tor the elections?
fail to comprehend the logic beLoyal Malaysian • aspiring wakil rakyat from BN
parties will not make lavish
hind this. Why are the authorities
Penang
seemingly acting so unfairly?
promises of government
All IMply
funds in return for votes?
Election Promise?
I have a legitimate business. I
RJNoel
have a legal company. The law
l<Jtching
provides a visa for my husband BN President, Dr Mahathir
under my company. Why then Mohamad has promised that the
this rejection? I desperately need BN will not use dirty tactics in the
Keaclllan Contact
to know. I need my husband to coming elections. Does this mean
Many of our friends would like
be here with me and our 2-year- that:
to join as members of the moveold baby. He is my life. I need to
keep my family together. Some- • ministers jetting about the ment. But we are handicapped
one, please HELP ... I have nocampaign trial will be paying by not knowing its contact dewhere to turn to.
out of party funds and not tails.
from
their
respective
_ Asia bt Mohd Talmr
Kindly publish the full address of
ministry's travel budget?
Kuala Lumpur • the Information and Broad- the party in your publication
casting Department will not regularly for some time at least.
be
deployed to give total covSencllng A Message
Rakyat Semnumjong
erage to campaign speeches
The mainstream media on 26
disguised as advice to the
rakyat?
April highlighted the case of the
The COffl«t
Ptlrti
students nabbed for their in- • voters will not be threatened
Kt:MiiM N.....,,_.~
volvement in the 'violent' street
with withdrawal of developP.O.Joz 9087,,.., IWU..
protests after Anwar's convicment projects if BN loses?
/llytJ, Sefngor, Mdll)8&
tion. Perhaps I'm biased towards • BN ministers will cease to act
Ttl: 03-7540469 Fu: t8-7540f19
Anwar's cause but the manner in
like ministers after Parliament
'lDtbsitt
which the media tried to associhas been dissolved and cease
to include the perks of execuate the troublemakers with

ddtd&,.

lrttp:f,_,.,..... .•.....,
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b. There still exists problems of
women
unequal distribution of capibeen and are
tal and resources, a heavy demaking their
pendency on non-renewable
voices heard.
natural resources, inadequate
Single femalepriorities given to social serheads of housevices and to the promotion of
holds are makindigenous goods and sering their needs
vices.
heard and demanding support
from the state. Rape survivors c. Existing development polihave greater social support and
cies, strategies and action
legal protection against their
have marginalised the needs
abusers. Battered women are takof women. There is, for exing legal action against their
ample, inadequate access to
abusers. Cases of sexual harasscredit for land improvement
ment at the workplace are being
and inadequate training for
taken to courts. Indigenous
women to adapt to new skills
women want their land rights to
to cope with changing technologies.
be restored. And migrant workers are reporting cases of abuse
An alternative development apby employers.
proach is needed to empower
Women NGOs have played an women and to ensure an equiimportant role in highlighting table balance between economic
these issues and making changes development, social well-being
and the political participation of
to Malaysian society.
the people. It has to work toConcerns and Actions wards achieving gender equality
for Change
for women and men, towards redistributing and regenerating resources
equitably and democratiMany key issues brought up by
cally.
the women's organisations and
through campaigns by the NGOs
Participatory
have remained on paper. They
have not been acted upon. The
DeMocracy
Women's Agenda has identified
some of the unresolved issues a. Presently, women's ability to
influence decision-making,
and has recommended broad acwhether within party hierartion that needs to be taken. Beor at state assembly and
chies
low are some of the highlights:
parliamentary levels, remains
DevelopMent
dismally low.
a. The nation's wealth tends to
be measured and exhibited by b. The lack of transparency and
accountability of the governexpensive buildings such as
ment
processes has deterred
the Twin Towers, mega
projects such as the Bakun
public participation as they
fear adverse repercussions.
Dam, and golf courses.
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c. Repressive laws and policies
still curb the human rights of
citizens.
All political parties must adopt a
Women's Platform that genuinely promotes the participation
of women in decision-making,
including reserving at least 30 per
cent of nominations to party positions for women. The Government is encouraged to set a minimum target of 30 per cent of all
decision-making positions to be
reserved for women. All laws
that infringe on the fundamental
rights and liberties of citizens
must be repealed. Efforts have to
be taken towards greater accountability and transparency.
Reintroduce municipal council
elections to enable Malaysians to
participate actively in local government.

Culture and
Religion
Women are confronted by discriminatory religious laws, policies and cultural practices that
demean and discriminate
women's participation.
The government and all sectors
of civil society should
recognise, revise and rectify
discriminatory laws, rulings,
policies and practices that discriminate against women. For
example, support women to
study theiT religious texts and
include them in the interpretation of these texts; and review
the formal and informal education of clergy and religious educators to ensure that training
material and programmes reflect the spirit of justice and
equality granted to women.

Violence against
WoMen

charges. These will have greater
impact on poor women and rural women who rely on governThe threat and impact of violence ment health care services.
against women still instils fear
and insecurity in women's lives Stop the privatisation of governand acts as an obstacle to ment health facilities and increase
government allocation for the
women's full advancement.
public health sector. The state has
Introduce gender sensitisation an important responsibility in
training programmes in schools ensuring adequate health care for
and workplaces to modify social all the people.
and cultural patterns and perceplhe Law
tions. Ensure there are more support services and amend, review Many civil and Syariah laws still
and enact laws that will provide discriminate against women,
better protection for women in even though women's groups
have successfully fought for recrisis.
forms and enactment of laws.

unionised. Women constituted around 27 per cent of
trade union membership and
they formed only 4 per cent of
its leadership. Women' sissues
are inadequately represented
and expressed by trade
unions.

Formulate a national employment strategy for women to facilitate women's upward mobility, training and access to skills
and technology upgrading in all
sectors. Develop a comprehensive knowledge of women' s
work and employment, including housework, and reflect its
value in accounts that are consisLancl
tent with core national accounts.
Land policies and ac- - - - - - Review and reform all Enact laws and formulate policies
civil and Syariah laws, to give women workers better
tion taken by state
including procedures protection and also help to inand federal authorithat
discriminate crease their participationin decities have denied Oragainst women, in sion-making processes.
ang Asal, especially
open and transparent
women, their customAIDS
consultations with
ary rights to land and,
women's
groups, a. While the AIDS virus can inin most instances,
fect both men and women,
based on the many
have adversely afwomen have a higher level of
memoranda submitfected their livelivulnerability due to biologited by women's
hoods, such as the
cal, social, cultural and ecoability to continue
lillli•£.:lll~l!::l.a groups to the governnomic factors. A woman who
ment.
their way of life and
has sex with an infected man
to get food, shelter, protection
Work
is eight times more likely to
against poverty, and credit and figet the virus herseU, than a
nancing. Without these, one's be- a. The value of women's work,
man who has sex with an inbe it productive or reproducing and access to these benefits
fected woman.
tive work, has not been offiwill be severely curtailed.
cially recognised or factored
into the definitions of "work" b. The impact of AIDS on
Genuine effort should be made to
women is inadequately disand statistics to do with the
give full recognition and proteccussed at local and national
labour force.
tion to the customary land rights
levels.
of the Orang Asal. The introduction of laws and policies has to b. Despite a large and significant
number of women workers in Involve women, especially those
incorporate the voices of the comthe labour force, the majority with HIV I AIDS, in decisionmunity indigenous people.
of women still occupy the making processes related to the
Health Services
lower rungs of the hierarchy development, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation of
in the workplace.
The privatisation and corporagender policies and programmes
tisation of government health
care facilities will invariably lead c. In 1995, less than 10 per cent on HIVI AIDS. Ensure women
of the labour force was and AIDS issues are discussed by
to higher costs and higher user
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conducting gender sensitive
programmes to raise awareness
about the rights and responsibilities of men and women in HlV I
AIDS prevention and in. tl}e promotion of safer sex practices.

Environment
The adverse impact of
prioritising economic growth at
the expense of the environment
is a worrying concern. These include logging and dam construction which encroaches into tribal
communities, destruction of wetlands for reclamation, urban development, aquaculture, and
tourist development projects.
Review the government's present
development and economic activities, and make a genuine commitment to protect the environment and to move towards sustainable development.

Health and Sexuality
a. Women and men do face low
self-esteem, self-hatred, depression and low productivity
because of confusion or subjection to hostility and
marginalisation because of
her or his sexuality.
b. Social expectations and definitions of acceptable female
behaviour are more rigid and
restrictive than those of acceptable male behaviour.
c. Women who tend to behave
differently from the prescribed codes of female
behaviour are subject to social
condemnation, ostracism and,
in some cases, laws are used
against them.
Institute public policies that
recognise and respect the reproductive and health rights of

women; and empower them in
their relationships with parents,
husbands, partners. Implement
programmes that realise such
policies in public authorities and
institutions (e.g. medical, religious, etc.)

litical participation and voices of
women in Malaysia so as to promote and achieve gender equality and to work for a just and
democratic society.

The actions will help to
strengthen a network of women's
Change and Unity
organisations and NGOs to work
The above are summaries of the towards the advancement of the
eleven key issues and concerns status of women in Malaysia. The
highlighted in the Women's Women's Agenda will be used to
Agenda. These issues are in no lobby the government and poliway exhaustive and it will mark ticians so that they include the
the beginning of discussions on issues and actions into their poliissues that are of concern to cies and election manifestoes.
women.
Public awareness will be raised
so that the people will underAs a response to recent political stand and support the challenges
developments in Malaysia, faced by women in Malaysia.
which have added impetus and
urgency to strengthen women's Malaysia is in the midst of
participation in the cultural, eco- Change.
nomic and political life of the nation, the Women's Agenda hopes Push the Women's Agenda Forto work towards change and ward!O
unity. The manipulation of
ethnicity and religion, as well as
Ima1 Xlrf1in IUUf Mltrill Chin.
the use of fear and oppressive
Abdfdl#lt
lfTI memiJm tJf the
forces to divide Malaysian sociNJmm'e~C«lectioe
ety needs to be changed. Women
11nd were pr~rt of tht cort commitwant to contribute towards the
tee ultidt{ol'mulllttd the v.bmen'S
building of a just, democratic and
peaceful society for the present
WomB'• AgauhJ Organising
and future generations.
Committee:
Women's Development ColThe Women's Agenda has the suplective
• All Women's Ac:lion
port and endorsement of almost
Society . Si&ter&-in-lsla (SJS
100 organisations. The 'women's
Porum) • Persatuan Sabahat
Agenda reflects a collective comWamta. Selangor • Malaysian
mitment towards the achieveTrade Union Congress ment of gender equality and susWomen's Section • Selangor
tainable development for women
Chinese AatMtmbly ffiill and men in Malaysia.
Womel\'a Sectioll • Pertubuhan Jamaah Jslah Malayeia
(Wanita)
The aims are to draw attention to
specific problems, issues and
needs of women which should be
recognised and addressed.lt will
raise awareness of women and
men on the position of women in
Malaysia and strengthen the po-

.....
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as a whole have, especially in the versely affecting the daily lives of
last year or so, begun to see the women, and have been voiced
ridiculed.
critical role that all of us play in repeatedly. But, nothing changes
determining how this country or at best, small steps are taken
Cecilia: Certainly ha_vipg more should be governed. Women slowly! TI1e Women's Agenda for
women politicians does not mean need to know how they can af- Change which was launched on
that women will automatically fect the governance of this coun- 23rd May 1999, gives you an idea
speak for women if they are try, and ultimately their issues of what are some of the concerns
elected. Look at Margaret and interests. We need to assert of women.
Thatcher. What did she do for that if our votes count, then our
women? We must get women issues must count as well!
AM: You were part of the group
who are gender sensitive and
which put together the Women's
who are not afraid to speak out- AM: What are the most press- Agellda for Change. Why should
who will not toe the party line all ing issues facing women today politicians support this docuthe time if they feel that an injus- which need reforms?
ment?
tice is being done.
Toni: Even issues of violence Cecilia: We hope that they will
AM: As a feminist, how do you against women, which women's support the Women's Agenda and
define 'politics'?
groups have again and again will listen to the voices of civil
highlighted through the years society. They should realise that
Cecilia: Politics is about partici- and various campaigns, remain the electorate, including women,
pation in decision making- it is an area that has seen relatively is not ignorant. Today women are
about sharing power, bargaining, small gains. The Domestic Vio- more conscious of their rights
negotiating- at all levels and in lence Act, for example, took 10 and if they want the votes of
all issues affecting society. Poli- years before it became law. The women, then they should suptics occurs in the family, in the laws related to rape are com- port the Agenda, which has the
office, at the level of government, pletely inadequate, and there is endorsement of almost 100
even in 'bed', at the level of sexu- no law on sexual harassment nor organisations in the country. Of
ality- how we relate to each other. does there seem to be plans for course they should not be opporHence it is not true that politics one. The lack of commitment to tunistic and just endorse the
is the domain of politicians- that addressing these alone is glaring. Agenda verbaJiy or select issues
is a very narrow view of those The Syariah Court system is an- which are regarded as 'safe' or
who want to keep others out of other area where despite the nu- supposedly 'non-political' . We
power. All of us are political in merous complaints that have want them to be committed and
one way or another, and today been received, there has been al- to take our demands seriously more than ever, we have to ac- most no difference. Women do not just in terms of women's istively participate in how our lives not want piecemeal and pre-elec- sues but also in terms of our deare being run, in how we are be- tion 'solutions'. Women want mands for greater democracy, huing governed - to decide what substantive change to laws and man rights, for transparency and
and how we want the country to their implementation.
accountability.
be.
Numerous discriminatory laws AM: Is gender going to be an
AM: In that respect then, how continue to exist, such as the Im- important factor in voting patimportant is electoral politics for migration Act, the Guardianship terns in the coming general elecAct, or the Income Tax deduction tions?
women to achieve equity?
schedules which are based on the
Toni: Very important, and I be- assumption that men are the Toni: Opinion polls conducted by
lieve more and more women are main earners and responsible unbiased, independent bodies realising exactly why their par- household heads while women's that's what this country needs!
tidpationis crucial. Actually, this incomes are supplementary and It's hard to know exactly how
is not just about the women in their roles secondary. These are women, or anyone else for that
this country - I think Malaysians Acts and policies that are ad- matter, will vote when there are
Lontinued trom p.1ge 14
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no opinion polls. Many countries

discussions among women activ-

team to support her. Just because

have such polls that can give ists about putting up a women's one does not fit the stereotype of
valuable feedback on what issues candidate in the coming elecare important to the voters. tions.
Nonetheless, the feedback we are
much AM: How can women particigetting is that women
more conscious about speaking pate more actively in party pollup about women's issues. In fact, tics in this country?
women have become much more
politically aware in recent Cecilia: Well, they have to come
months.
bravely forward and be more active in the parties they choose to
AM: Has there been a call for be involved in. This is not an easy
women from the movement to task at all. For instance, Khatijah
stand as candidates at the forth- Sidek who was heading Ktwm Jbu
coming general elections? Why in the 1950s paid a price for her
is this happening?
forthrightness - she was summarily expelled! We hope times
Toni: Yes, there has been a call have changed though.
for women to be involved at this
level. Not only for women within Toni: Asking how can women
political parties to stand, but participate assumes that it is easy
there has also been a call from enough for women to participate.
women's groups for an indepen- Maybe we don't ask often
dent women's candidate. Some- enough ''Why do they not particione who will wakil the rakyat on pate?". What is it about the strucissues of greater transparency, tures of political parties that
equality, freedom of speech and make it so difficult and at times,
expression towards a more frightening, to participate in the
democratic system of gover- management and running of the
nance, and especially ensure that party? Do party processes fully
issues that are important and rel- accomodate the needs of women
evant to women are actively pro- and the multiple roles they are
moted on the national agenda.
expected to play, which male political members may not be exCecilia: Yes, women's groups are pected to? Political parties
quite disappointed with the track should reach out, foster and enrecord of our women political courage a more supportive en vileaders. Most of them have not ronment if they are truly committaken women's concerns seri- ted to not only representing the
ously, and except for the usual 'people', but also the women in
expedient political speeches, they their parties.
have not genuinely committed
themselves to advance women's AM: Do you think that this
position in the country. It is al- country can ever be led by a
most always the women's NGOs woman?
who have articulated the
struggles of women - be they Cecilia: Why not? But not just
about rape, sexual harassment, any woman. She must be honest,
labour exploitation, unionisation, compassionate and have the podomestic violence etc. Given this litical integrity to lead. Then she
situation, yes, there have been must get the right and competent

are
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a male political animal, this does
not mean that one cannot be a
Prime Minister.
Toni: A quick scan of the Indian
sub-continent countries alone can
answer that question. Even now,
if we were to ask an Indonesian
if it could happen there, they
would say "Yes, there is a big possibility", something they would
not have thought as possible
some years back. The women in
this country have the capacity, the
strength and the commitment,
the passion for and belief in good
governance. The space must be
created for anyone who believes
in justice and equality. 0
11"";:::::=..

Zaitwl Kasim, or popularly
known as Toni. is currently the
Vice-President of AWAM (All
Women's Action Society) and
a member of Sisters in Islam.
She is also a member ofa fledglnggroupcaDed Forumlor Eq-

uitable anct EnvironmentFriendly Transport (FEET).
Toni received her education in
Australia in Economics and
Computer Studies. She
• worked for six yean in Commumty Aid Abroad in Australia. She hails from Ipoh.
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Dr. CedUa Ns is a feminist reseen:her in this country and is
c:urrently an As&ociate ProfesIJOf at Universiti Putra Malaysia. She has been active in the
women's movement since the
eipties. She is a founder member of WOC <Women's Devel-

opment Collective) and
AWAM.
Dr. Muaah Mollamad of
Aliran conducted this interview.
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Women Ancl Politics
In Malaysia
Interview with Cecilia Ng and Zaitun Kasim
Women have been underrepresented in Malaysian politics. Currently less than 10% of all MPs in Parliament
are women, y et women constitute half of registered voters. In light of the anticipated general election, AM interviewed two prominent women activists, Zaitun
Kassim (Toni) and Dr. Cecilia Ng on the question of
w omen's involvement in politics. Can women make a
difference or will the s tatus quo remain unchanged?

AM: Could you describe the nature of women's participation in
electoral polit~cs in Malaysia?
Cecilia: There are various levels
of participation in electoral politics in Malaysia and women seem
to be at the lowest level of participation. That is, they will go all
out to mbbilise voters, especially
during the genera1 elections and,
of course, they will cast their
votes. Historically the ruling parties have made use of their
w omen, who form about half
their total membership, to woo

voters, and successfully so. However, how are they
rewarded?
Do
women have much
say in terms of decision-making at all
levels of government? Tt is indeed
pathetic
that
women form only
8% of the total
number of elected Parliamentarians in the country
AM: Why do you think that
women are not sufficiently repr esented in politics?
Toni: There are too few women
politicians to begin with. And
women's organisations as wellas
members of the public have
found that the few women in office have not sufficiently represented nor made themselves sufficiently accessible in order to address issues that are important to
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women. Unless they fully understand and speak to women who
are affected by the 'system', how
will they know what the issues
are? Even when there have been
opportunities to represent
women's issues and really push
them forward, the response has
not been encouraging.
AM: IJow w ould women politicjans make a difference? Is it a
q uestion of 'quantity'?
Toni: Clearly, quantity alone is
not the answer. You can have
women politicians who are not
gender-sensitised as well! However, by and large, J feel women
are more empathetic and compassionate towards the prob1ems
faced by other women. I think
women usually find other
women more approachable to
speak about their problems.
Women bring different skills and
qualities to organisations, bodies
and processes. But critical mass
is very important as well. l don't
mean just having lots of women
in tl1e 'wings', as it were, but a
critical mass in the upper eche]ons of the party. It is difficult for
a handiul of women to make
their voices and views heard
without feeling that they will be
drowned out or perhaps even

Continued on page 36

WOMEN

Launching the Women's
Agenda tor Change
Raising awareness and enhancing the participation and voices
of Malaysian women

by Irene Xavier and Maria Chin Abdullah

g

he Women's Age11da for
Change, which has been
endorsed by almost 100
organisations, was
launched on 23 May 1999 at Century Hotel, Kuala Lumpur. More
than 400 people turned up on
Sunday to witness and participate in the launch.

deals with a variety of issues.

The Women's Agenda emphasises
that women's issues and concerns deal with all aspects of life
from politics, economics, social
services, workers' rights, land
rights as well as women's rights.
lt was also heartening to have
women and men from all the
major
political parties in the
The Women's Agenda was supcountry,
except UMNO, present
ported by a variety of issue
at
the
launch.
groups ranging from women's
rights, l1Uman rights, consumer
rights, trade union, indigenous The Women's Age11da comes at
peoples' rights, urban pio11eers' an appropriate time, which is
rights, religious and health the end of the millenium. The
groups. This is quite appropriate call of women is dear - society
because the Wome11 1S Agenda needs to change. To mark this
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call for change and to represent
the hope that \'\'omen have in
such a change the Women's
Agenda was officially launched
by a 16-year-old schoolgirl,
Lydiawathy Nasir.
Women have seen too few
changes in the present millenium
and callfor greater changes in the
next. The launching of the
Women's Agenda ended fittingly
with the voices of the more than
400 persons in the hall shouting
"yes'' to the question "Do you
want change now?
Continued on page 33

